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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to explore how dual-career married couples
describe and experience communication about work. Communication about work in the
marital relationship has direct implications on the quality of marital interactions in dualcareer couples. While there were data that support work influences on marital interactions
m dual-career marriages (Burke & Weir, 1976; Moore, 1980; Rapoport & Rapoport,
1976; Krueger, 1985), there was little evidence that described communication about work
in dual-career marriages. Through the use of m-depth interviews, this study not only
allows for a greater imderstanding of communication about work in dual-career couples,
but also affords a greater understanding of marital interactions in general, as they
influence two very large spheres of interactions, work and family. The fmdings revealed
the categories of features and functions of communication about work which led to the
emergence of multiple subcategories and themes. From the findings, five lessons
regarding communication about work were derived which revealed the power and
intricacies of work talk in dual-career marriages.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

American family has become synonymous with the terms: dual-career, dualearner or two-income household. The percentage of dual-career marriages has increased
dramatically since World War II (Rapoport & Rapoport, 1980; Naisbitt & Aburdene,
1990) and continues to rise. Rapoport and Rapoport (1980) found that the majority of
families are dual-worker fanulies at some point in the family cycle and that this trend was
becoming the norm. With the growing number of dual career marriages comprising
society, it is imperative to strive for a better understanding of the interactions within these
marriages. Specifically, dissecting the relationship between work and family and the
communicative events that connect them woulcfaUow for a greater depth of knowledge
available regarding dual-career marriages. Communication about work in dual-career
marriages forges the connection between work and family. Further examination of the
talk that occurs within dual career couples wouldeveal the breadth and depth to how
dual-career couples describe, and moreover, experience communication about work in
their marriage.
The influence of talk was stressed by Duck (1994) when recognizing that talk
represents meaning and the defining of relational elements in couples through its nature
to reference past, present and futiu-e. Additionally, it has been revealed that
communication within the marriage has direct influence on marital satisfaction. In tum,
marital satisfaction also had a reciprocal effect on communication about work among

dual-career couples. The complex interplay of communication within dual-career
marriages leaves much to be uncovered.
To grasp the grand scheme of a dual-career couple, one can consider the
following depiction given by a participant in this study. The relationship, and more
specifically, the commimication wathin a dual-career marriage is likened to operating a
row boat. As in operating a row boat, each member of the couple must be in sync with
one another for ease in operation. They must know the terms and the meanings of the
terms used when commutucating with one another to row successfiiUy. The couple must
leam to anticipate disruptions to the smooth sailing, such as a roe breaking or a storm
interfering. Additionally, at times, one may grow tired rowing or not understand
completely what his or her responsibility is so the partner will have to compensate for the
weakness of the other Interestingly, the roles will often switch depending on the current
(or day's events) and the other partner will have to compensate and support his or her
partner. Just as a glitch with the tools used or a sudden storm can have an effect on the
couple rowing, outside factors, such as work, can have a powerful influence on how dualcareer couples will interact and compensate for those factors. The synergy that occurs
within this couple team is fueled by the commimication that transpires within muhiple
interactions. That synergy allows for each member to grow and leam from one another.
In the end, teamwork is a reflection of what makes the row boat row successfully and a
marriage to thrive in a state of dual-careemess.
While there were data that show work mfluences marital interactions in dualcareer marriages (Burke & Weir, 1976; Moore, 1980; Rapoport «& Rapoport, 1976;

Krueger, 1985), there was little evidence that described communication about work in
dual-career marriages. The ptupose of this study was to explore how dual-career married
couples describe and experience corrununication about work recognizing that it has direct
implications on the quality of marital interactions in dual-career couples. This study
allowed for a greater understanding of how dual-career couples describe and experience
communication about work in their marriage. In addition, it affords an increased depth of
understanding of marital interactions in general, as they influence two significant spheres
of interactions, work and family.
The goal of this chapter was to introduce the general purpose of the study.
Chapter II outlines a review of pertinent literature in communication of dual-career
couples. Following the review of literature. Chapter III provides an in-depth description
of the methodology used to conduct the study. Chapter FV is comprised of the results of
the study. Chapter V, the concluding chapter, encompasses a discussion of the findings,
an acknowledgement on limitations of the study, as well as, recommendations for future
research.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

History of Dual-Career Couples
Rapoport and Rapoport (1980) found that the majority of families are dual-worker
fanulies at some point in the family cycle and that this trend was becoming the norm. The
entrance of women in the workforce was found to begin with nepotism, which the wife
would take a subordinate role in the orgaiuzation of the husband (Rapoport & Rapoport,
1980). The number of working women increased over 200 percent since World War II
(Naisbitt & Aburdene, 1990). Since that time, it was found that married women in the
work force has increased to over 56 percent in the last 50 years (Naisbitt & Aburdene,
1990). It was reported that two income families had mcreased from under 30 percent in
1960 to over 40 percent in tiie early 1970s (Rapoport & Rapoport, 1980). Locksley
(1980) also reported that the proportion of women in the labor force rose from 33.9
percent to 44.7 percent between 1950 and 1973. Dual-career marriages comprised over
half of all American married couples which marked a pivotal change in the twentieth
century (Rosenfeld & Welsh, 1985).

Career versus Job
The term dual-career family represented a family structure or network in which
bodi the husband and the wife engaged in active careers and family lives (Rapoport &
Rapoport, 1980). It has been acknowledged that the term career has been used to identify

any sequence of jobs (Rapoport & Rapoport, 1980). Specifically, the term career is
imprecise. Even thougli Rapoport and Rapoport (1976) defmed career as "those types of
job sequences that require a high degree of commitment and that have a continuous
developmental character" (p. 9), there remams confiision in drawing a distinction
between a career and a job. While the occupational choice of an individual may be the
same as another, one may perceive himself or herself to be in a job while another views
himself or herself in a career. Among research, the terms two-profession, two-career,
dual-career, dual-earner, two-income and two-breadwinner marriages or families are a
few of the terms that have been used to identify marriages and families in which both the
husband and wife are employed (Chan & Margolin, 1994; Rapoport & Rapoport, 1980).
It has been reported the term dual-career identifies a structure type that involves highly
qualified women (Rapoport & Rapoport, 1980). The difficulty comes in the lack of
identification or description of what constitutes highly qualified. Pepitone-Rockwell
(1980) suggested that "dual career families are distinct from two-person career couples in
their attitudinal support of the equalization of power and domestic responsibility and in
their belief in career advancement" (p. 14). Rosenfeld and Welsh (1985) summarized die
discussion by noting that an individual who perceived his or her occupation 2&just a job
would not be considered to have a career For the purposes of this study, the term dualcareer was used to encapsulate all couples in which both the husband and the wife were
working in an occupation either inside or outside the home.

Dual-Career Marriages
Dual-career marriages differ in their marital interactions compared vAth singlecareer marriages (Rosenfeld, Bowen, & Richman, 1995). Ladewig and McGee (1986)
reported on research that found that highly educated women have a higher marital
disruption rate over less educated women which has apparent implications for the dualcareer marriage.

Couple Types
Hall and Hall (1979) identified four different types of dual-career couples, which
included (a) accommodators, (b) adversaries, (c)allies and (d) acrobats. Accomodators
were defined as those couples that have one partner who is high in career involvement
and low in home involvement while the reverse is true for the second partner. They are
high in home involvement and low in career involvement. Adversaries were defmed as
those couple that are both highly involved and committed to their careers and both have
low involvement with home and family providing minimal partner support. Allies were
defined as two partners who are highly committed to either their career or their home
roles with little identity cotmected to the other area. Allies were found to be highly
committed to their family and their relationship. Acrobats were defmed as those partners
that were highly committed and involved in both their career and family and received
fulfillment out of both.

Odier typologies were identified to better categorize and understand dual-career
marriages (Jones & Jones, as cited in Rosenfeld, Bowen, & Richman, 1995). The five
typologies conceived by Jones and Jones (as cited in Rosenfeld, Bowen, & Richman,
1995) were (a) die liaison marriage, (b) the marriage of state, (c) the morganatic
marriage, (d) the love match marriage and (e)the magnetized marriage. The 'liaison
marriage' was described as the relationship in which the husband maintains his work and
fanuly lives separate while the wife is subordinate to him. The 'marriage of state'
encompassed a relationship where both the husband and the wife were committed more
to their work than to their family. The 'morganatic marriage' was defined as a
relationship where the husband and wife were both professional, however, one of the
partners allowed their career to be a subordinate to their partner's career. The 'love match
marriage' was characterized as the relationship where both spouses placed their family
above their careers. Finally, the 'magnetized marriage' engulfed those relationships in
which both partners were highly committed to both work and family. While these
categories were beneficial, they did not reveal depth in communication about work in any
of the different typologies. The majority of categorization of dual-career couples focused
on the proportion of commitment to work and family by partners broken into categories
of internal and external adaptation on the basis of their communication (Rosenfeld et al.,
1995). Finally, in reference to the categorization of various types of dual-career couples,
there were little data that illustrated communication about work within these dual-career
married couples. Rosenfeld et al. (1995) found that the varying types and categories of

dual-career couples had direct effects on how and on what level the couples would
communicate with one another.

Time Effects
Rosenfeld, Bowen, and Richman (1995) stressed that dual-career couples face
many obstacles and challenges due to the competing demands they receive from their
marriage, family and careers. Specifically, communication opportunities became a
challenge as couples spent more time apart on the job encouraging creative ways of
interactions (Rosenfeld et al., 1995). This may have been the result of an absence in the
development of a clear network or foundation for the marital relationship. Wood (1986)
suggested dual-career couples utilize communication in a variety of ways which included
(a) the enhancement and legitimatization of their relationship, (b) promotion of trust and
flexibility and (c) opening the door of opportunities for change.

The Effects of Career on Marriage
As revealed, it is clear work plays a pivotal role in a marital relationship.
However, it is not clear how communication about work plays a role in that relationship.
Specifically, how dual-career married couples describe and experience their
communication about work within their relationship is lacking in depictions of work and
marriage.

Job Sharing
Job sharing, as described by Moore (1980), is two people sharing the same job,
"diey are essentially working as a team to complete a job which would otherwise be done
by one person" (p. 236). Moore (1980) found diat when couples participated m job
sharing, they were provided with opportunities to share ideas and to work together
professionally. This practice allowed for work to have a strong influence on the personal
time of die couple outside of work. This also promoted ease of communication regarding
work m die relationship. Key rationale often times behind job sharing was the
understanding the couple could have a better balance between work and family. This idea
was found to be somewhat cloudy due to the fact many times the couple spent more hours
working on die job than what the job was actually contracted for. While job sharing may
not be common today, spousal influence from outside factors, such as work, were found
to affect the marital relationship (Larson & Almeida, 1999).

Emotional Transmission
Larson and Almeida (1999) identified emotional transmission as the process
which occurs "when events or emotions in one family member's immediate daily
experience show a consistent predictive relationship to subsequent emotions or behaviors
in another family member" (p. 6). In an evaluation of how emotional fransmission occurs
in families, Larson and Almeida (1999) found the chain reactions that occur through
emotional transmission can have a multitude of effects. For example, when a spouse has a
bad day at work, the negative emotions experienced may potentially overflow into the

mteractions between die couple later in the day. Larson and Almeida (1999) also stressed
diat one's perception of behaviors and emotions of a spouse may be influenced by one's
personal report of marital satisfaction.

Spillover
Doumas, Margolin, and John (2003) shared that "the relationship between work
and marriage has been explained using the spillover model that proposes that an
individual's sfress, emotions, or behaviors in either the work or marital domain carry over
into his or her experiences in the other domain" (p. 4). Doumas et al. (2003) added that
employees carry behavioral actions and emotions that exist at work into their family
interactions. Additionally, it was revealed wives were more reactive to their husbands'
display of behavioral actions and emotions than were the husbands to their wives in
managing outside variables (Doumas et al., 2003). This may have been uncovered m the
wdves' subsequent and responsive actions being altered to a greater degree and influenced
more by the husbands' actions than were the husbands' actions influenced by the wives'
actions. The wife may have changed her choice of activity or interaction based on the
husband's display of emotions; whereas, the husband may have chosen to continue the
same course of action regardless of the wife's display of emotions. For example, Doumas
et al. (2003) found varying marital interactions, such as marital warmth, conflict or
wdthdrawal, affected the wives' next day in areas of number of hours worked, meals and
relaxation. For the husbands, it was found marital interactions only affected the amount
of hours the husbands worked the following day.
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Small and Riley (1990) identified three processes through which specific work
experiences overlap or spill over into the family. The first was time interference which
comprised the issue of the amount of time spent at work reducing the amount of time
available in the spousal role. Energy interference, the second process, identified the
psychological and physical fatigue as a result of work that lessens the amount of energy
that is available for spousal activities. The final process, psychological interference, was
described as the consumption of the employee with work concems that interfere with and
affect the marital relationship. Small and Riley (1990) chose to utUize the above
identified processes in a measurement or evaluation form m order to better understand
how work could affect an individual's personal and family life.

Women's Employment
Nye (1974), in a study which evaluated women working outside the home,
suggested any negative impacts of working may be diminished by the psychological,
social and economic benefits the wife received from her employment. Burke and Weir
(1976) pointed out there is little evidence of the negative effects of work on marriage.
Supporting that point, it was found working wives reported higher marital satisfaction
and increased effectiveness over nonworking waves. It was shown two-career families
were highly educated and had fewer children, as well as members of the couple bemg
younger and married a shorter period of time. Overall, it was found a dual-career
marriage was more stressful for husbands than for wives. Additionally, the husbands
experienced greater difficulty in managing stress.
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hi a study completed by Schoen, Astone, Rothert, Standish, and Kim (2002),
women's employment, marital happiness and likelihood of divorce were assessed, hi
examining concepts, marital interactions were noted as a variable, yet detailed aspects
diat referenced the content and nature of the interactions were not addressed in the study.
Specifically, there was more reflection on the amount of time for the interaction and less
on the composition of couple interaction. It was found women's employment did not
lessen the quality or have negative effects on happy marriages. However, women's
employment did serve as a potential destabilizer in unhappy marriages. Specifically, if
any member of the couple was unhappy, then there was an increased risk for the woman's
employment to fiirther disrupt the marriage.

Relational Behaviors at Home
In a study which investigated employees' emotional states at the conclusion of
their work day and their reflection on subsequent behavior at home, the psychological
states of sfress, fatigue, arousal and depression were evaluated (Crouter, Perry-Jenkins,
Huston, & Crawford, 1989). The specific behaviors at home that were evaluated for
reflection of emotional states from work included involvement m household tasks,
leisure, and negative marital interactions. It was found of the four psychological states
examined, only stress appeared consistently in three evaluated home areas. The fu-st
finding which emerged through the investigation identified higher levels of stress and
fatigue connected with lower involvement in housework (Crouter, Perry-Jenkins, Huston,
& Crawford, 1989). Next, it was revealed lower levels of stress and higher levels of
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arousal associated with higher involvement in leisure. Lastly, it was found higher
amounts of stress were related to higher levels of negative marital interactions. It is
important to note that only men made up the sampldn this study.
hi a study examining the effects of wives' employment on marital adjustment and
companionship, Locksley (1980) found no evidence that supported any effect of wives'
employment or degree of interest in their work activity on the concepts of marital
adjustinent and comparuonship. Additionally, in this particular study, women were much
more likely to describe tiiefr relationship as being like two separate people rather than
hke a couple. Other variances of resutts regarding the sex of the respondents included die
finding women were more likely to express their dissatisfaction and fiaistration with the
relationship than were men (Locksley, 1980). The wives were more likely to feel irritated
by their partners' behavior and to feel their partners should express more of their thoughts
and emotions (Locksley, 1980). This finding led to controversy of how much affect
women's employment has on their marital relationships.
While investigating the effects of work stressors on the individual and influences
they have on marital partners, Jones and Fletcher (1996) evaluated daily mood, work and
home stressors and marital interactions. In this study, both husbands and wives were
working full time. It was found husbands' evening mood was primarily facilitated by
work stressors and wives' evening mood was primarily guided by domestic stressors. It
was confirmed that interpersonal relationships at work play a significant role in
relationships, more so for women. Additionally, dady events act as a predictor of evening
mood as well. Evidence was also provided in reference to partners communicating their
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mood to one another. For example, sharmg worries and frustrations was found to reveal a
mood of a partiier. There were limited connections made between the stressors of one
partiier affecting tiie spouse. Specifically, it was found that an individual being
overloaded on an ongoing basis may have eventual effects on their partner's anxiety.
Discussion of work was found to be a variable in the transmission process of moods and
sttessors. While there are implications of work effects on home, the opposite can also be
true uncovering home effects on one's work.

Home Effects
Crouter. Perry-Jenkins, Huston, & Crawford (1989) stressed it is important to
keep in mind the continuing reciprocal relationship between work and family. The effects
of family interactions on work were shared by Weinberg (1991) in which relationship
pattems that occurred in the family were also reproduced in specific work settings. These
pattems encompassed particular communication roles for various participants, such as
complainer. This revealed the impact of communication roles in families on work. This
can lead to an understanding that the opposite is tme in uncovering the role of
communication about work in families.
Chan and Margolin (1994) explored die relationship between dual-earner couples'
daily work mood and home affect, ft was found work fatigue rose to have the strongest
effect on subsequent home affect while positive interactions in the home influence
subsequent work moods of positive affect (Chan & Margolin, 1994). When examining
moods or emotional states versus work fatigue or lack of energy, it was revealed work
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fatigue or lack of energy was the primary link between the work-to-home spillover that
occurred. In the home-to-work spillover, it was identified a positive emotional home state
was the primary link.

Linking Work and Family
After completmg an analysis of prior research, Lambert (1990) outlined three
major theoretical frameworks used to link work and family. The earliest view was
referred to as segmentation. "Segmentation treats work and home as separate spheres of
hfe, either because they are inherently independent or because workers actively keep
them that way" (Lambert, 1990, p. 241). Research concluded if segmentation did occur, it
was not a natural process. This may have been the choice of the employee in an effort to
deal with work related stress. For example, a partner may seek to make a conscious
decision to not share events of the work day with his or her spouse.
The second major framework linking work and family was compensation
(Lambert, 1990). Compensation occurred when the individual would respond sometimes
to both arenas, work and family, in an attempt to compensate for a lack of satisfaction in
one or the other. For example, an individual may become more engrossed in their work
when they are experiencing problems at home.
The last and most popular view outlined by Lambert (1990) was the spillover
model. In a simplistic form, it acknowledged an individual's work could affect their
interactions at home and an individual's home could affect their interactions at work.
Spillover was identified to have the ability to be bodi, positive or negative, depending on
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die circumstances, hi summary of the three primary explanations linking work and
family, it was noted it might not be just one explanation that linked work and family but
an interplay of alldie processes. Lambert (1990) concluded there could potentially be
other models which explain the relationship between liidcing work and family.

Communication Effects
Rosenfeld, Bowen, and Richman (1995) brought out aspects in the dual-career
marriage that have implications on the communication in the relationship. Time and
commitment to work and family were variables in the evaluation (Rosenfeld et al., 1995),
paying special attention to the fact dual-career marriages can differ greatly from one
another. The amount of opportunity for communication was also pointed to as impactfiil
in the dual-career couples' relationships. For example, extended working hours may limit
opportunities available for marital interaction.

Sharing with Spouse
In a study of communication between husbands and wives, each member of the
couples was asked to report on how important it was to talk to his or her spouse about
specific items, as well as, how much they actually shared about the specific items (Burke
& Weir, 1976). Items under evaluation in the study ranged from items such as life
pressures to job satisfaction to importance of communication. Working wives reported
communicating more with their husbands than housewives communicated with their
husbands in specific areas such as feelings toward spouse and other interpersonal
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relationship feelings. Housewives reported communicating more wdth their husbands than
working wives about their children and their own activities. The variance between the
specific areas of conversation between husbands and working wives and housewives was
found to be sigruficant. Husbands of working wives reported communicating with their
wives more than the husbands of housewives reported communicatitig with their wives.
This study revealed there was a connection between women attempting to integrate work
and home life and increased anxiety. However, surprisingly, women who were working
were found to be in better physical and emotional health and had more positive attitudes
towards hfe. The personal impacts of working created a higher self-image for women,
whereas, it threatened self-esteem of husbands. The study by Burke and Wen- (1976)
implicated the effects of work on a marital relationship; however, it did not reveal details
of how couples communicated about work.

Commimication Pattems
Navran (1967) uncovered the fmding happier couples place a high value on
communication using "a greater variety of topics, talking more, showing more sensitivity,
conveying more understanding, using more personal language symbols, and using more
supplementary nonverbal communication" (p. 182). This specific fmding did not
recognize work as a variable, hi a study that evaluated the communication pattems and
decision making processes in dual-career couples, Krueger (1985) found partiiers within a
marriage perceived their personal decision making as a means of fulfilling relational
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needs and expectations within the relationship. These perceptions may have contrasted or
opposed the perceptions of the spouse.
hi cases where the individual perceptions were in line with the expectations of the
couple, diere was an increase in marital satisfaction. Krueger (1985) supported that
within communication of a couple, there is a reciprocity of message types which occurs.
It was found there was more information exchanged between partners in normal
niarriages as opposed to disfressed marriages with a focus on less silence, more
agreement and shorter individual speeches given by partners within the marriage. While
Kmeger (1985) was evaluating decision-making and marital satisfaction in dual-career
couples, it was found highly satisfied couples focused on the following in their
communication, "issue rather than personality focus, high agreement-to-disagreement and
support-to-rejection ratios, fairly equal tum lengths, responses generally appropriate to
the preceding message, and tolerance of interruptions" (p. 140). In this, specific talk
regarding work was not identified. As far as variations in communication styles between
husbands and wives, it was found men guided the conversations more than women. Men
tended to exhibit more disagreement than women, as well as make and extend proposals.
Krueger (1985) outlined the dominance of a spouse had a positive correlation with the
number of support statements by the partner. Additionally, the more control attempts
exerted by one spouse, the more dominating the partiier became. This reflected the
amount of influence each partner within a marriage has on the other partiier.
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Spouse Support and Effects
hi exploring the pattems of how each of the working spouses supported one
anotiier, Lopata, Bamewolt, and Norr (1980) asked women about the support they offered
to dieir husbands and the support their husbands offered to them. Lopata et al. (1980)
found tiiat while women felt they consistently provided more help to their husbands than
diey received, the number one support both spouses offered was "listening and acting as a
sounding board" (p. 119). Stiiving to lessen or prevent problems by listening to jobrelated problems and decreasing role conflict, when possible, was rated highly by both
husbands and wives (Lopata et al., 1980). Dual-career couples have been found to be
more responsive to one another's disclosures, where as in single-career marriages, it was
reported husbands may avoid disclosing information to their wives if they feel their wives
will not understand their work or if they devalue their wives' daily activities (Vangelisti
& Banski, 1993). This, in tum, can serve as a reflection on relational satisfaction within
the marriage.
Rapoport and Rapoport (1980) found men who appreciated self-expression
through then work were more apt to empathize with the desire to fiilfill their potential
and in tum, were more supportive of women who desfred to be career wives.
Additionally, husbands were found to be proud m having wives who were developing
themselves (Rapoport & Rapoport, 1980). With the commitment of both the husband and
the wife to a career, the demand for balance in the marital relationship emerged
(Rapoport & Rapoport, 1980). Couples had to leam to manage the strains placed on their
marriage by dual-careers.
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Compartmentalizing
Johnson and Johnson (1980) highlighted women who were working experienced
multiple demands by the requirement to fulfill multiple complex roles. They concluded
for diat reason, role stiain was much greater for women than men. They further added
'"career women are less able to compartmentalize their roles in order to leave the demands
of the career role at die doorstep or put the domestic role on the back shelf when career
demands are most pressing" (Johnson & Johnson, 1980, p. 144). Even though this may be
descriptive of dual-career couples, Johnson and Johnson (1980) found that these couples
created sfrategies to overcome the challenges with which they were faced.
To address the issue of leaving the job at the door or compartmentalization,
Seiden (1980) found when people tmly felt they were in a career, it was more difflcuh for
them to make a separation between home and work. This is due to the perception of the
individual that their career was part of who they were as a person. Additionally, it has
been noted dual-career couples are encouraged from one another's commitment to their
career (Seiden, 1980). This brings the issue of time to the forefront. The more time each
spouse spends in their career, the less time is available for potential communication with
one another.

Spouse Effects
While evaluating the interplay of dual-eamer couples' daily work mood and home
affect, Chan and Margohn (1994) revealed husbands responded to wives' work fatigue
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and negative work moods with increased fatigue in the home. Moreover, wives'
emotional conditions did not appear to be affected by their husbands' work moods or
work fatigue (Chan & Margolm, 1994). ft was also found when husbands expressed
negativity at home, the wives would be more likely to experience negative work moods
(Chan & Margolin, 1994). These fmdings further supported the reciprocity of home and
work affects.

Marital Satisfaction
Communication within the marriage has dfrect influence on marital satisfaction.
Benin and Nienstedt (1985) reported two large uifluential sources of happiness are job
satisfaction and marital satisfaction. In a study which examined marital satisfaction and
couples' conversations that encompassed the debriefing process of what happened in one
another's day, a positive relationship was found between couples' daily time together
communicating and relational satisfaction (Vangelisti & Banski, 1993). Moreover, there
was also a positive correlation between each partner's perceived importance of the
communication tune and relational satisfaction, as well as a positive correlation between
the couple's perceived importance of debriefing conversations and relational satisfaction
(Vangelisti 8c Banski, 1993). Additionally, marital satisfaction had an influence on
couples' communication (Burke & Weir, 1976; Bames, Schumm, Jurich, & Bolhnan,
1984). While this was strongly supported, how satisfaction influenced couples' talk about
work was not addressed. Vangelisti and Banski (1993) supported die amount of time a
couple is able to communicate togedier on a daily basis is limited. Vangelisti and Banski
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(1993) maintained husbands' tendency to disclose information and be expressive was
more influential in both husbands' and wives' relational satisfaction over wives'
tendency to disclose and be expressive. Krueger (1985) outimed dual-career marriages
could potentially experience higher marital satisfaction due to fulfilhnents to the self
esteem of the wives. This would be combated however, with the added duties and stress
diat the marriage would bear. While each of these fmdings is important, the specific
content of the talk between the couples was not examined.

Communication and Positive Regard
Bames, Schumm, Jurich, and Bolhnan (1984) completed a study in which marital
satisfaction was evaluated while closely examining the variables of effective
communication and positive regard. The interplay of variables was found to be complex
and influential to one another. It was found couples who maintained a positive regard for
one another may not have perceived it due to a lack of effective communication.
However, couples who did not maintain a positive regard for one another may have
experienced more distress in their relationship regardless of their level of communication.
The results indicated there are muftiple variables that influence marital satisfaction that
carmot be answered by effective communication skills alone.
Happy couples spend more time communicatuig than unhappy couples
(Vangelisti & Banski, 1993). Recognizmg that communication skills hold a cmcal role in
the evaluation of marital satisfaction, the role of communication skills was examined as
an element of marital satisfaction (Burleson «& Denton, 1997). Otiier variables under
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investigation in this study included communication skill type and level, marital distress
and gender (Burleson & Denton, 1997). It was found although communication skills are
important in a marriage, the relationship between communication variables and marital
satisfaction is complex. This was revealed in the fmding negative communication
behaviors observed in distressed or unhappy spouses may be an outcome from more of a
negative mindset than poor or lacking skill. Using the Dyadic Adjustment Scale (DAS) to
measure marital satisfaction, it was revealed distressed and nondistressed couples
embraced communication in the relationship in varying ways. Rapoport and Rapoport
(1980) found when women worked, there was a higher satisfaction within the marital
relationship, as weU as less stress.

Communication Competence
In a study completed by Gottman and Porterfield (1981), the concept of marital
satisfaction and its effects on communication competence within a marriage was
evaluated. A positive relationship was revealed between marital satisfaction and
nonverbal communication competence. Specifically, it was found the husbands of
relationaUy satisfied wives were better able to interpret their wives' nonverbal messages,
while the husbands of dissatisfied wives were less able to adequately interpret their
wives' nonverbal messages. This resufted in the fmding satisfied couples may know
better how to interpret one another's messages than dissatisfied couples. This leads to the
understanding that marital satisfaction, whether satisfied or dissatisfied, may influence
how couples manage communication about work in the relationship.
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Occupational Commitment
In an exploration of the marital adjustment in men and women in dual-eamer
marriages, Ladewig and McGee (1986) uncovered for both men and women, increased
amounts of occupational commitment by wives negatively affected marital adjustment.
Ladewig and McGee (1986) outimed "die lives of dual-career women essentially were
juggling acts designed not to inconvenience the family" (p. 828). hiterestly, high levels of
occupational commitment by husbands was found to have no affect on marital adjustment
for either partner. Importance placed on levels of commitment to one's occupation may
have been a result of its implied relationship to time and energy. Moreover, this study
reported the demands of the children and work may consume so much time of the wives
that minimal time is left for a quality marital relationship. The perception of a supportive
family environment had a positive affect on marital adjustment for both husbands and
wives. Overall, the fmdings of the Ladewig and McGee (1986) study confirmed the
importance the family system components hold in the relationship between occupational
commitment and the marital relationship.
Benin and Nienstedt (1985) examined the variables job satisfaction, life cycle and
marital happiness in single-eamer and dual-eamer marriages. It was found stage of life
cycle maintained a pivotal role in determining happiness for men but not for women in
dual-eamer marriages. An interesting finding in dual-eamer couples revealed husbands of
working wives were more likely to be very happy when there were no children in the
home. This may have pointed to the 'juggling act' which occurs when children are
present. Benin and Nienstedt (1985) concluded marital happiness and job satisfaction
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have a large interplay between one another in dual-eamer marriages versus singler-eamer
marriages. Lastly, die spillover model, as outimed by Schmitt and Bedeian (1982),
reinforced the concept of satisfaction in one domain of life spills over into other areas of
life among individuals.

Everyday Talk
The critical plea for a closer examination of discourse in relationships was
oudkied by Duck, Rutt, Hurst, and Strejc (1991) as "the discovery of the geography of
communication will help us to determine the role of conversation in creating relational
stabilities while aiding us in answering important questions about the role of discourse in
relationships" (p. 231). Duck (1990) identified communication must occur, most likely
through talk, in order for one to know another's thoughts, feelings or desires. It has been
noted, often times, communication is treated as a medium through which cognition is
transferred instead of examining it as the phenomenon which it is (Duck et al., 1991).

Variables in Everyday Conversations
In an examination of everyday conversations and communications in everyday
hfe. Duck, Rutt, Hurst, and Strejc (1991) evaluated several relational variables, such as
self-disclosure, intimacy, sex differences, and outside influences. It was found routme
communication which occurred was largely uninfluential in relationships even though it
might have been rated as important in the relationship. Regarding gender differences, it
was revealed women were more likely than men to come to the conclusion particular
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conversations were likely to create change or impact the relationship (Duck et al., 1991).
Additionally, regarding gender differences, females were preferred over males as
communication partners among bodi sexes, hi consideration of day of the week for
conversations, it was found conversations on Wednesdays proved to lead to more
conflict. This guided the understanding that outside factors could, and often times do,
influence individuals" communication with one another.

Marital Discourse
In a review of past research, NoUer and Fitzpatrick (1990) found a residing goal
of studies conducted in the eighties was to better understand the differences in
communication pattems between couples in distressed and nondistressed marriages. In
this examination of the differences, clear variances in happy and unhappy couples'
communication emerged. While evaluating self-report studies, NoUer and Fitzpatrick
(1990) outlined nondistressed couples reported more satisfaction with the socialemotional characteristics of their relationship while distressed couples revealed increased
destructive commimication behaviors and conflict avoidance. A connection was found
between the choice of partners to share negative over positive feeluigs with their partner
and dissatisfaction with the marriage when self-disclosure was examined m prior
research. In the area of relationship problems, it was highlighted wives' tended to express
more negativity and positivity than the husbands. Additionally, it was noted hi the
reviewed research that wives' were more likely to communicate their negative feelmgs
more dfrectly and to be more critical. Moreover, NoUer and Fitzpafrick (1990) found a
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substantial amount of research focused on affect due to accurate message decoding from
a spouse being a critical differential between happy and unhappy couples. Additionally,
Gottman and Porterfield (1981) confu-med, in the area of accuracy of communication
explored m marital communication research, there were discrepancies m the accuracy of
decoding partner's messages within distressed marriages.

Shared Meaning
Berger and Luckman (1966) found language provides "the fimdamental
superimposition of logic on the objectivated social world" (p. 60). It was also revealed
language has the capacity of transcending the reality of everyday life through the
expression and interpretations of meanings (Berger & Luckman, 1966). This supported
effects of language and discourse through the processes of socialization on the
development of one's own identity and enviromnent. Vangelisti and Banski (1993)
reported males in the relationships do as much of the talkmg, if not more than females
during debriefmg conversations within the marriage. However, it was uncovered both
spouses had a tendency to perceive their partners to spend more tune talking in the
debriefmg conversations than they themselves (Vangelisti & Banski, 1993). Additionally,
it was found the degree of importance partners place on then jobs or occupations may
affect the nature of their debriefmg conversations about then day.
Dialogue within the marriage is a complex network of interactions between a
husband and wife. Duck (1994) stiessed "the social knportance of talk is as an
interpersonal activity, a link between people rather than a link between concepts or a
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simple expression of a mind's contents" (p. 63). Duck (1994) found talk is both a
presentation and an experience of one's ways of dealing with thefr envfronment.
Moreover, die talk of one person can help another person understand what is unknown
(Duck, 1994). Commuiucation between two people involves not only expressions of
meanings by the speaker, but also the interpretations by the listener. Talk also represents
meaning and the defmmg of relational elements m couples through its nature to reference
past, present and future (Duck, 1994). Additionally, Berger and Luckman (1966) stressed
oidy a mmimal amount of the completeness of human experiences is retained in the
consciousness of one's mind. Shared meaning occurs when the partners, together, come
to an agreement of an account which may not have been the original idealized meaning of
the account by either partner (Duck, 1994). For example, if a couple is asked to describe
their first meeting, they may both have a recollection is different from the account of the
other. However, they may eventually come to agree on an accoimt that is identical to
neither of the original individual accounts. When the talk takes place can have powerful
effects on the interpretations of the talk. Furthermore, as relationships develop, each
partner has more information, both positive and negative, to reflect on when interpreting
messages (Duck, 1994). These elements of timing, situations and environments were
identified as critical in the development of shared meanings (Duck, 1994).
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Spousal Collaboration
Golden (2002) examined the spousal collaboration which takes place between
married couples. Through couples sharing individual and joint accounts of then
accommodations for managing work and parenting, the mteractions and discourse used
were evaluated. Golden (2002) found the creation of rules and shared meanmgs within
the couple was crucial, if not required, to the well being of the individual and family.
Mirror talk emerged as a way for the couples to constmct the spouse as a mirror to the
self through discussion of role sharing and shared concems. Complement talk also rose as
a way for the discourse of couples to interlock and weave creating more of rolespecializing versus role-sharing. For example, complement talk served more to support
one another's efforts rather than share in those efforts. Golden (2002) concluded
"marriage partners' communicative practices create and sustain role-identities and
lifestyle choices and that successful management of work and family in a highly
pluralistic social environment is in part a matter of developing shared meanings" (p. 138).
Rosenfeld and Welsh (1985) revealed debriefing conversations between partners
can serve various fimctions for each spouse. Specifically, male partners may have
identified debriefing to serve an informative report function while the female partner may
have made the connection the debriefmg served an equally common, emotional or rapport
function. It was found husbands and wives in dual-career marriages were more attentive
and responsive to one another's self disclosures. Additionally, it was uncovered dualcareer partners' characteristics or manners of self-disclosure were more equal to one
another dian those of single-career couples. Whereas, in single-career couples, the wives
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reported more quality and quantity of disclosure than that of then husbands.
Consequently, it was found dual-career couples have greater mutual sharing, perhaps
reflecting dual-career couples are more connected with one another. This study by
Rosenfeld and Welsh (1985) concluded, contrary to prior gender differences research,
dual-career husbands expressed mcreased depth of disclosure over their wives.
In a concept analysis of communication literature on marriage and family
conducted by Stephen (2001), work was not recognized as a significant theme in the
communication literature whereas, television and time effects on communication had
received notable attention in marriage and family research literature. Stephen (2001)
pointed to the lack of commimication literature in general that is dedicated to marriage
and family communication theories. The culmination of this finding and the lack of focus
on communication content regarding work in prior literature validated a grounded theory
approach for this study examining communication about work among dual-career married
couples.
It is acknowledged much of the critical and influential literature m this area is
somewhat dated. Moreover, it has been noted that limited research has focused on the
communication m everyday Hfe (Duck, 1991). Specifically, as Duck (1991) stressed
"diere is still much to be learned about the ways in which relational contexts modify
communication and about die dynamics of those contexts in real life" (p. 230). The
incorporation of current samples and data woulderve to enhance and add depth to the
fmdmgs of prior research. Additionally, with consideration to prior research in the area of
communication about work m tiie marital relationship, tiiere is a void of mformation
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supporting msights into die impacts of this area among married couples. Moreover, there
is a lack of mfonnation that reveals the how dual-career married couples describe and
experience communication about work. With a greater understanding of how
communication about work plays a role in the marital relationship, steps can be made in
identifying implications and impacts of this area of communication.

Summary and Research Question
Prior research reveals little depth or understanding regarding communication
about work in dual-career marriages. Considering the fmdings of prior research, we can
come to the conclusion marital interactions in dual-career couples can be strengthened
with an enhanced acknowledgement of communication about work and communication
as a whole in dual-career marriages.
Extended research examining communication about work in dual-career
marriages would fiirther the subject in several areas. First, it will serve to strengthen the
amount of data is available to provide insight and understanding regarding how dualcareer married couples describe and experience their communication about work.
Subsequentiy, it will allow for the development of new strategies in managmg
conmiunication interactions m dual-career marriages. Finally, it will provide examples
and illustrations of how communication regarding work in dual-career marriages affects
various practices in the marital relationship. The examples and illustrations will further
die utilization of strategies for understanding and managing communication interactions
in dual-career marriages. Therefore, the following research question is asked:
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RQl: How do dual-career married couples describe and experience then communication
about work?
As revealed, prior research offers minimal data to the understanding of
communication about work in dual-career marriages. While the inclusion of more
fmdings to previous literature regardmg communication about work for all forms of
marital relationships would be valuable, it was the mtent of this study to provide depth to
a particular type of marriage. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to explore how
dual-career married couples describe and experience communication about work
recognizing it has direct implications on the quality of marital interactions in dual-career
couples.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Research suggests that there are strong and influential unplications for dual-career
marriages in reference to communication about work within the marital relationship. Due
to a lack of research in this specific area and the need to gather new insights and depth to
the existing research, this study utilized an interview research design and grounded
theory approach, as described by Sfrauss and Corbin (1998), to collect and analyze data,
hi-deptii mterviews were used as the primary means of collecting data for analysis.

Participants
Apphcation was submitted for Human Subjects approval prior to the onset of this
study. FoUowing the approval to use human subjects, the researcher began compiling a
purposive sample in order to acquire relevant participant characteristics, as described by
Potter (1996). The primary relevant characteristics for this study stipulated that all
participants must be dual-career married couples. Participants were recmited through
utilization of networking by the researcher. The researcher contacted couples in person or
by phone to invite participation. In a few instances, the snowball technique (Potter, 1996)
was utilized for generating participants. There was consideration to invite additional
participants to contribute in an effort to enrich the depth of the fmdings. The target
sample size was to achieve a number that would reach a point of saturation (Strauss &
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Corbin, 1998). For participation m the study, all participants were offered a compilation
of the fmdmgs of the study.

Participant Characteristics
Requirements for participation in the study stipulated that participants must be at
least 18 years of age. Both members of the couple must have had a career and been
currently working at the time of the interview. Both members of the couple must have
been willing to participate. It was requfred that participants be willmg to discuss the
experiences surrounding communication regarding work, as well as, willing to disclose
insights in reflection of then interpersonal communication with their spouse about work.
Participants were 18 dual-career married couples. The age of participants ranged
from 22 years to 55 years (M = 36.94, SD = 10.30). Most participants (89%) were
Caucasion. The remaining proportion (11%) was Hispanic. The majority of participants
(72%) were college graduates. The remaming proportion had completed some college
(17%), received technical trauiing (6%), or were high school graduates (6%). Couples'
length of marriage ranged from 3 months to 35 years (M = 10.26, SD = 9.60). The
majority of participants had not been married prior to this marriage (69%). The remaining
proportion (31%) had been married at least once prior to this marriage. The length of tune
couples had been married and working ranged from 3 montiis to 24 years (M ^ 7.04, SD
= 5.37). Excluding one couple, all participants had been workuig for the majority, if not
all, of their marital life. The number of hours worked per week by participants ranged
from 25 hours to 75 hours (M = 46.94, SD = 11.71). The majority of participants (94%)
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worked outside die home. The remainmg proportion (6%) worked inside the home. The
approximate combined annual income of couples ranged from $32,000 to $225,000 (M =
$90,764, SD = $67,900). One couple chose to refrain from disclosmg then combined
income. There was a variety of 29 different professions held by the participants.
Examples of occupations included sales person, correctional officer, school teacher,
corporate controller, dental hygienist, fmancial consultant and physician. Rapoport and
Rapoport (1976) defmed career as "those types of job sequences that requne a high
degree of commitment and that have a continuous developmental character" (p. 9). Due
the ambiguity of the term career as set forth in prior literature, participants were asked to
classify then occupation as a job or a career in order to provide clarity to the
understanding of this concept. The majority of participants (72%) viewed thenoccupation as a career. The remaining proportion (25%) viewed their occupation as a job.
One participant provided no response to his occupation as a job or career. Participants
completed the Dyadic Adjustment Scale (Spaiuer, 1972), containing 32 items of
evaluation, which was utilized to measure marital satisfaction (see Appendix A).
Participant scores ranged from 92 to 142 (M = 122, SD = 11.52). The participant sample
was revealed to be nondisfressed accordmg to Spanier (1972).

Confidentiality
In order to ensure confidentiality, audiotapes and questionnanes had no
identifying mformation on tiiem except for a research number. As stated m die consent
form, only the primary researcher, faculty sponsor, and authorized members of tiien
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research team had access to the data. These precautions were reiterated to each couple
prior to the interview, hi order to ftirther ensure the confidentiality of each participant,
during die writing phase of the study, the researcher assigned a pseudonym to each
participant. Additionally, the researcher also substituted any participant identifying
descriptors.

Data Collection
Data collection was completed in approximately six weeks. Specific interview
questions underwent a pilot test with two dual-career couples prior to the onset of the
interviews. Based on the feedback from the pilot tests, no major adjustments were
performed. Some minor adjustments were made to the ordering of questions. The
interview times ranged from 30 minutes to 70 minutes. Interviews were conducted at
times conveiuent to participants. The majority of all interviews took place in the evenings
or on the weekend. There were two occurrences of cancellations due to one of the
partners not willing to participate. There were three occurrences of rescheduling due to
scheduling conflicts. Since it was the goal of this study to understand the marriage, which
is co-constmcted by the couple (Berger & Luckman, 1966), interviews would only occur
with both spouses present. This allowed for the data to be enriched, as well as, allowed
for accountability and perception checking to take place within the interview. The
location of interviews was at the discretion of mterviewer. The majority of mterviews
took place m the home of the participants. A small percentage of the interviews took
place in the home of the mterviewer or a central location.
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Procedure
Qualitative in-depth interviews are more conversational in nature (Potter, 1996).
The mterview format used within this study was semi-structured which allowed the
researcher to mamtain a conversational flow while respondents were guided with a set list
of interview questions. The researcher invited participants to elaborate on specific
pertinent issues that arose through the talk.
Before the actual interview began, participants were asked to sign a consent form
stating then understanding of participation in the study as well as agreement to be
audiotaped. At the completion of the mterview, participants completed a demographic
questiotmaire and the Dyadic Adjustment Scale (Spanier, 1972), (see Appendix A).
During the interview, participants were invited to talk about communication about work
in their marital relationship. A standard list of questions, ranging from 'grand tour'
questions to detailed 'narrative' questions, were utilized in guiding the interview session
(see Appendix B). Participants were asked to describe outcomes and effects of
communication about work m their marital interactions. Due to the sensitive and personal
nature of the interview questions, participants were given the option to discontinue then
participation in the study at any tune. There were no instances of participants expressmg
desne to discontinue participation in the study.
Participants were asked to disclose mformation regarding then day-to-day
interactions with their spouses. Once an overview was shared, participants were asked to
describe and talk about how communication about work occursbetween themselves and
then spouses. The participants were invited to elaborate regarding die specifics of how
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diis communication about work is managed m the marital relationship. While examining
communication about work in dual-career couple relationships, participants were asked to
discuss any pattems or practices, attitudes or outlooks thatwer e a part of their marital
relationships as a result of talking about work. Participants were asked to describe in
detail how those practices became a part of their marital relationships.

Measurement
In recognizing that marital satisfaction may mfluence the participants'
commimication about work, a quantitative assessment of marital satisfaction was
evaluated and taken into consideration. The Dyadic Adjustment Scale (Spanier, 1972).
containing 32 items of evaluation, was die tool utilized to measure marital satisfaction
(see Appendix A). The Dyadic Adjustment Scale (DAS) was highlighted as one of the
most widely utilized tools for measuring marital satisfaction (Burleson & Denton, 1997;
Dehle & Weiss, 2002).

Data Analysis
Some coding of interviews, as a component of data analysis, began while the
interviews were in progress. The researcher maintained a joumal ofdescriptions, codes
and interpretations throughout the data collection process as described by Strauss and
Corbin (1998). The researcher referred back to this joumal in the data analysis phase and
writing phase in order to better guide the audience of how the researcher arrived at her
conclusions.
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While some data analysis processes began while mterviews were in progress, the
majority of data analysis occurred over a six week period following data collection. Each
interview was tape recorded and transcribed verbatun by the researcher. At the
completion of the interview and transcription phase, there was approximately 200 pages
of franscripts. Open coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) was used to identify and categorize
emerguig themes. Within open coding, the act of conceptualizing in which data were
broken down for further examination (Sfrauss & Corbin, 1998) was utilized. Comparative
analysis followed as a means to build and differentiate between categories. Once general
categories were formed from the data, axial coding was used to relate categories and
subcategories in order to gain greater understanding of phenomena (Strauss & Corbin,
1998). In vivo codes, which occurred when the name of the actual code was taken from
the exact words of the respondents (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), were appropriately coded as
they emerged from the data. Two more interviews were conducted after saturation was
met at the completion of 16 interviews, making a total of 18 interviews.

Trustworthiness of the Data
To ensure trustworthiness of die data, the researcher utilized two outside readers
who were educated in qualitative research. Each one read through tiiree randomly
selected transcripts each. The outside readers served as "extemal auditors" (Glesne &
Peshkin, 1992; Lincohi & Guba, 1985) who were not connected to or associate with the
stiidy but who evaluated whether the fmdmgs and conclusion made by the researcher
were supported by the data. Both of die outside readers corroborated the fmdings.
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Additionally, m order to increase the trustworthmess of the data, two couples which had
participated in the study were recruited to read through their transcription and review the
emergent themes and categories to determine whether they accurately reflected the
experiences of dual-career couples. This allowed participants to also serve as "auditors"
(Glesne & Peshkin, 1992), to further support the trustworthiness of the data. Both
participant couples corroborated the fmdings of the researcher.
The next chapter will describe the results of the study in detail. The majority of
the chapter contains actual quotations from dual-career married couples. These quotations
were utilized to provide an accurate representation of the various themes and categories
that emerged.
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CHAPTER rV
RESULTS

The purpose of this study was to explore how dual-career married couples
describe and experience communication about work. Recognizing that marital
satisfaction may influence participants' communication about work, a quantitative
assessment of marital satisfaction was evaluated and taken into consideration. The marital
satisfaction assessment revealed the entire sample to be generally satisfied. Therefore, all
excerpts throughout the fmdings were from nondistressed couples. It was uncovered,
through this study, that communication about work in dual-career marriages performs
multiple fimctions that occur through features of talk about work. The relationship
between the two is complex and reflexive with respect to one another. Through in-depth
interviews, couples expressed how they described and experienced communication about
work within their relationship.
Through discourse, the themes thatemerged began with features of talk which
allowed functions to be performed through talk. All subsequent themes were expounded
on throughout the remamder of this chapter. Features of talk resuhed in work talk
changing behaviors through work behaviors coming home. Features of talk uncovered
when and how work was discussed. When work was discussed was separated into talk
about work made a priority or talk about work being avoided causmg segmentation of
work and family. The priority of work talk was revealed m such emergent themes as (a)
touching base during the day, (b) talk about work immediately upon reunitement, (c)
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preference for downtime prior to the discussion of work, (d) work talk intertwined
dirough otiier conversations, and (e) environmental influences on talk about work. How
work was discussed was separated into the focus of talk and the absence of work talk
causing die segmentation of work and family. The focus of talk was characterized by the
following themes which included (a) die variance of preference of how work is discussed,
(b) die amount of work talk, (c) talk focused on negativity, (d) talk focused on personal
relationships, (e) talk focused on humor, and (f) talk focused on accomplishments.
The functions performed through talk about work began with the theme of
greetmgs. Greetings encouraged the theme of sharing. Sharing was seen in the theme of
release which facilitated venting. Sharing was used as a relational indicator within the
relationship. Sharing promoted relational familiarity which led to communicative changes
and encouraged forward planning. Sharing also fostered feedback and perspective
gaining which promoted (a) support, (b) encouragement, (c) problem-solving and
decision-making. Sharing was found to reveal positive and negative effects and
processing of partner's work. Moreover, the presence or absence of understanding was
uncovered through sharing. Concept maps in Appendix C Ulustrate the relationship
among these themes. Additionally, samples of talk are revealed in Appendix D.

Features of Talk
The features of talk emerged as couples revealed muhiple functions of talk about
work withm then relationship. Additionally, as the dual-career couples described how
communication about work occurred, featiires regarding the presence or absence of talk
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about work, the priority placed on talk, and the focus of talk emerged as central themes
within the relationships.

Work Talk Changes Behaviors
Couples described how talking about work created changes withm thenrelationship while they were able to identify key areas that had been changed. The
following examples revealed the changes that occurred within then relationships.
C3H: 1 was always, we were always talking about, I was always telling
them about how positive he [my boss] was about everything, laser focused
and everything else and I just started trymg to bring that positivity into the
house. I didn't let them be negative, 1 didn't want her being negative, I
wanted everyone to be, let's look at the bright side of everything for once
and let's see what happens. And it's amazing, good things start happening.
It's funny it took work to teach me that.
The example above influenced the actions of all family members. As revealed in
the following examples, there was a presence of specificchanges in a spouse as a result
of talk about work.
CI IH: One change that I can see in myself is that um, talking about work,
it's, it's taught me to be a better listener . . . be a participating listener,
really actively engaged in the subject matter or whatever the conversation
is. And I don't follow, 1 didn't as much before as I do now when she
would be talking about something cause I'm like what is it and we'll solve
it and we'll get past it and go on. And it isn't diat, it's, it's let's talk about
it. And so 1 think when she presents information to me now about work
related um, havuig talked about work as much as we have this year, I've
become a better listener.
In the above excerpt, the amount of talk about work mfluenced a change in behavior. As
seen in the following excerpt, a wife's patience was increased as a result of talk about
work.
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CI 1H: hi her case, um. 1 think before she had room for only X amount of
debate and uh, like if we didn't agree, our disagreement could only last for
so long before she would become anxious and upset or angry. And that
span has increased considerably, to where now she could be debating it
back and forth.. .1 think that her patience or her stress point has changed
for the better.
In the following example, a wife shared how work talk mcreased the amount of sympathy
she was able to provide to her partner.
C6W: 1 thiidi when Roger tells me like, ya know when they do have tough
tunes at the store and he tells me how he feels about that. 1 mean it makes
me sympathize a little bit better with him. Um, and then I know on the
other hand when he has a good month, like baseball and football, he's
excited ya know so I'm happy for him . . . he gets excited about that and
so I'm excited about that too for him.
While the examples shared above identified specific changes in behaviors, the
following two excerpts shared by a husband and wife revealed how quicklythe single act
of debriefing a workday changed behaviors.
C13W: I see when something tense happens at work and we start talking
about it, then it's like he's going through it or I'm going through it all over
again and so, it gets all stressed over, but if something good happens at
work, then it's like . . .
C13H: I agree, I mean, because you get to explain the situation and
especially if it was something that got you all fned up ya know. I mean,
you start talking about it and it's like I mean, you just get almost mad
again, ya know. It has nothing, I mean, it's over, but you just get to talkmg
about it and all those feelings come back and you're just like . . .
The examples provided above uncovered how some couples, either intentionally
or unintentionally, allow then commurucation about work to influence various aspects of
their relationship.
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Work Behaviors Come Home
While recognizmg that some aspects of talking about work promoted a change in
the behavior of each partner within a dual-career marriage, it was revealed that some
interaction regarding work occurred through implementing the same behaviors used at
work, at home. The following glimpses of dialogue uncovered the breadth of how this
occurred when couples were invited to share how communication about work influenced
actions or behaviors within their relationship.
CIH: Probably my single-mindedness. If, like we're arguing or talking to
each other, ya know, sometimes, I'll raise my voice or if I'll say
something then ya know, then Lydia will jump at me and say I'm not one
of them guys that you're talking to at work.
C3H: Having to listen to then constant negativity, she started becoming a
tittle negative. Where she is normally a positive person, she would look at
something and it was automatically, yayaya, that's negative.
C4W: Well for me, 1 think sometunes it's hard since I work with fnst
graders, like I have to get down on then level so I'll end up talking the
way diat they talk or explainuig, ya know having to explain myself
sometnnes and he getfirustratedsometunes because I'll come home and
I'll still be on that level and I'll be explaining sometiiing so shnple like for
30 minutes and he's like, 'Beth, if you would have just said that for five
seconds I would have known what you were talking about.'
C8W: Well, I've had to leam to, for 27 years of cleaning teeth, you have
to communicate with people. I mean, that's just not a desk job and ya
know you have to have uiterpersonal communication skills. And I just
dunk that can't help but carry over to the rest of your life.
The excerpt above combined with the following excerpt revealed particular
behaviors that occurred at work and then also occurred at home withm marital
interactions. One husband shared tiie following, "I used to be a prison guard and 1 just, I
didn't tmst anybody really when I got home."
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The following couple of excerpts shared by two wives uncovered how influential
die work day was on marital mteractions. "It just kind of runs over .. .without you
realizing h. 1 guess a lot of his stuff um, he can come home and be kuid of all business,
sometunes." "... when you've had a lousy day, you come home m a bad mood and that
affects how things are at home." This theme was supported as seen m the following
examples.
C2W: Like when sometunes you've had a bad day and it's real uugghhh,
and everytiiing. And no matter what he says, he could say, my you look
nice today and I would probably still get mad because it's just been one of
those days. So that defirutely overflows.
C9H: Well, work affects your mood. And there's no doubt about that.
When you're in a high stress level, you uh, you can't separate your home
life from that.. . But, I know it defmitely affects my mood, my attitude
towards things.
C15H: Yeah, it's like in the summer months, she's gets very busy, very
overextended [with work], and it, it gets a little hard at home as far as, as
far that goes, it gets real busy.. .and she gets real grouchy.
The following excerpt by one husband revealed how activities at work were
brought home into the marriage. " . . . I'm dealing with fmancial stuff all day and I see the
way other people don't keep their business straight. So I try to keep mine extremely
sfraight because 1 see this other." This same strategy was conveyed m the following three
excerpts.
CI IH: Probably, um, technologically, um, one thing that's been good,
since I got a pager, um, people in the work environment, if I'm out at the
post office or wherever 1 have to go, tiiey'U page me. And if it's very very
urgent, like if the executive director is waiting to hear from me, they're
supposed to put 911 . . . Catherine has seen how my pager works and all
that and she uses that too."
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C14H: Safety issues. Our company is uh, ya know, a big promoter of
safety, and so I mean, ya know, I bring that home, uh, and thuigs that we
should do and should not do. 1 mean that's part of the framing at work that
comes home with me. I've always had uh, uh, work ethic, 1 guess,
responsibilities in my work and so ya know, on the long side of the
question there but, 1 guess I'm trying to say that I have a positive attitude.
So 1 bring a positive attitude home, or try to.
C14W: I've been told a time or two, I'm a supervisor, and so sometimes at
home, I tend to maybe be bossy and so 1 have to watch that. 1 have to be
careftil not to boss others, not just at home, but other places, because when
I see something that needs to be done, 1 don't hesitate to tell others.
As one wife shared the following, it was revealed how perspectives at work
influenced perspectives at home and therefore behaviors at home. ".. .in doctoring, when
1 get home, I tend to put things off because they're more trivial." This theme found
additional support as revealed in the following example.
C16H: I guess I've always been pretty logically oriented ya know, do
things because they make sense and the more that I have to do that
everyday, ya know the more, you just get used to it and think that way. I
think that way for 8 hours a day, so ya know, you think like that when you
come home. So, ya know, I'll be talking to Angela about this or that and
I'll ya know I'll still be thinkmg of it in that mind set and that mode and
not understand why she feels the way she does about something. Cause I'll
be like, weU, that doesn't make sense.
It was uncovered how the work decisions of the partner mfluenced marital
interactions as one wife shared, ".. .it makes me really upset at him as a person for
making tiiose decisions and that affects the way I freat him, it affects the way I talk to
him, and everything, it affects our marital life, it does."
Throughout the excerpts provided above, couples exposed die depth that is
involved between the spheres of work and family. Additionally, die various facets of the
marriage tiiat was affected as a result of work behaviors coming home were revealed.
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WTien Work is Discussed
Pattems of commurucation about work were separated into categories of when
work was discussed as well as how work was discussed. Both when and how work was
discussed revealed that the avoidance or absence of talk about work lead to segmentation.
When work was discussed revealed the priority of talk about work which was uncovered
as (a) couples sought to touch base during the day, (b) couples sought to talk about work
immediately upon reunitement, (c) couples preferred downtime prior to the discussion of
work, (d) couples intertwined work talk through other conversations, and (e)
environmental influences on talk about work.
Talk about Work Made Priority. Couples were asked if there were times when
things came up and they were not able to discuss work. They were also asked to describe
what happened m situations that arose where they could not discuss work. The following
examples summarized the priority that partners gave talk about work in their responses.
C12H: I think it's a good routine that we have. We just know that we
come home and we talk about what each other did during die day and
that's it. So we always know we have, no matter what, we always know
we come home and talk about the day.
C16W: I would like to say that I make tune because I remember m
marriage counselmg and just some of the women that I've talked to
mentioned that especially for those women that don't work how unportant
it is to try and talk to then husband about what's gomg on during then day
and be very mterested in that to make hun feel like what he's doing is
important and appreciated and those sorts of thmgs... 1 feel like it's kind
of my duty to know how he's domg because I might be die only one that
asks him about that that day.
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This theme is reiterated as seen m the following excerpts. As one husband shared,
"I don't thuik of a tune ever when we've had a situation rise and we couldn't talk about
work," the priority of work talk was exposed. The conscious effort to talk about work
was shared by one wife, "1 think we make the point to talk about work." Reasoning for
talk about work was shared by another wife, "it's just part of our lives and 1 think the
reason we talk about work is because that's what we did when we weren't together." The
commitment to making work talk a priority was described by two wives, "We always talk
about work.. .regardless of what time that may be." "Ya know if something major has
happened, we may discuss that in lou of going bed." The natural tendency of talk about
work was described by one wife, "It just kinda comes naturally. 1 mean it's not like we
set up a time to talk about work or anything like that..."
From this discussion, the theme of how the discussion of work was made a
priority emerged. Through the notation that talk about work was made a priority within
these couples, common themes emerged regarding the pattems of when work was
discussed were revealed by couples when they were invited to share a typical day of
mteraction and specifically when work is discussed. The pattems of when work was
discussed were segmented mto categories of (a) couples touching base during the day, (b)
preferring to discuss work hnmediately after work when the couple was reunited, (c)
preferring to have downtune prior to work talk, (d) work talk intertwined mto other
conversations and activities and (e) environmental mfluences on talk about work.
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Touchuig Base. The theme of touchmg baseemerged regardmg when work was
discussed witiiui tiiese dual-career couples which revealed how effort was made to
interact with one another duruig the work day. The following example shared by one wife
revealed tiiat touchmg base during the day helped to manage tune constraints, "we'll do
phone calls back and forth... ya know if there's somethmg big that needs to be covered
and tiiere's not tune at home to do it." The muhiple instances of touchmg base was
uncovered as two wives shared the following. "We talk to each other a few tunes during
die day..." ".. .durhig the day we talk to each odier several tunes a day usually." This
theme was contmued as seen m the foUowing excerpt shared by one husband. "We get up
together and we go our separate ways from the drive way pretty much. And we meet
back, either I go over for lunch to where she works or um we talk on the phone..." These
excerpts exposed the need for interaction by the couples during the work day.
Talk about Work Immediately Following Work. The couples' preference to
discuss work immediately after work upon their being reunited emerged as a theme, as
seen in the following excerpts shared by four wives. "Right after work, when it's fresh
on mind." "Probably right after we get home . . . usually it's the first thing ya know we
talk about when we see each other." "Right when we get home." " . . . when we first get
home . . ." These examples provided the consistency as to when some couples, talk about
work.
Downtime Preferred Prior to Work Talk. While the majority of couples preferred
to discuss work immediately upon seeing one another after work, a few couples preferred
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to have downtime prior to begmning any discussion about work. This was revealed in the
following samples of dialogue.
C5W: 1, he needs to let me have a little bit of a down time when I get
home and he doesn't always want that. Sometimes, when I hit the door,
he's saying, we've got to do this, we've got to do that and that gets to me
cause 1 need a little down time. That's one of the reasons 1 get up eariy, so
1 have time just by myself
While it was the wife that preferred downtune in the excerpt above, in the
following excerpt, it was the husband that preferred the downtime. C16W: ".. .Mike
usuaUy likes to sit back and relax for a little while after he gets home from work just
suice he's been domg so much focusing..." This theme was supported m the following
example.
C18H: It's bad to say but it's usually better if her and the kids would leave
me alone for about the fnst 30 minutes so I can separate being around
them and then back to family life. Because at any given tune out there, I
may have to kill somebody due to my job or I may get killed due to my
job. And you've got to have a mindset to be able to do that. And h takes a
little bit to deprogram yourself.
Both husbands and wives revealed preferences for waiting or immediately
discussing work. The theme of talk about work intertwined throughout various
conversations and interactions of the couples was described in the following section.
Talk about Work Intertwmed Throughout Interactions. Talk about work
intertwined throughout other conversations and interactions that occurred withm the
relationship emerged as a theme which described when work was discussed. This was
conveyed in the following excerpts from a wife and husband, "...it's just kind of all the
many facets of our lives just kind of weave in and out of our conversations." "Right when
we get home and then periodically, it will be like, oh yeah, 1 forgot to tell you about blah
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blah blah, even if it happened yesterday..." The followmg excerpt fiuther described how
talk about work was interspersed within different conversations.
C8H: And then in the evenings, it's, it's just like it's mterspersed, it's not
like set there and say okay, let's talk 30 minutes about work, ya know and
then let's not talk about it anymore. Which may not be a bad idea
sometimes. I hadn't ever thought about that, but it's more like it just gets
interspersed with all the different conversations.
Envnonment Influences Talk about Work. As couples described when work was
discussed, die mfluence of the environment emerged as a theme, as it was revealed how
envnonment plays a role m die tunmg of talk about work. The samples of dialogue
below, from three husbands, provided insights regarding this fmding. ".. .we, I vary
seldom talk about work while I'm at work..." "Ya know, that kind of thing and um, so,
but at home, when we talk about it, and have more, a less stressful, uh environment, it's a
lot better." ".. .1 mean, you just realize you're at home and that crap doesn't matter." In
these excerpts, the influence of the home environment on work talk was revealed. One
wife shared how privacy influenced when work was discussed. ".. .a lot of times, we do
our talking at night after we're in bed, when the kids are all in bed." The excerpts
provided above exposed the variety of influences of environment on talk about work
through recogiution of the effects of different envnonments.

Segmentation
As the priority that some couples gave to communication about work was
recognized, it was also uncovered how some partners within dual-career relationships
made an effort to avoid communicatuig about work. The lack of talk about work or the
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desire for the absence of talk about work revealed the attempts made by one or both
partiiers to segment their work from their spouse. The followmg excerpts revealed how
tills transpired withm certam dual-career couples when asked to share what their
experience had been m talkmg about work within their relationship.
The following excerpt shared by one wife conveyed the conscious effort partners
must make to segment then work from then family. "And maybe because he thinks
automatic shutoff when he walks through the door as far as what happens at work.. .and
leaves tiiat at tiie door before he comes in." This is further supported m the following
example.
C3H: I think it's something you got to teach yourself... I had to teach
myself that a long, long time ago when I was in the military. I would just
leave, literally the world's problems at work and ya know if it took sitting
on the doorstep for 30 seconds before 1 went in the house, sometimes
that's what I would do.
While it was acknowledged by some partners that it was a conscious effort to
segment, the subsequent excerpts revealed the preference of partners to not talk about
work. One wife shared, "I don't tell Lewis very much about it because he doesn't want to
hear it. Or what I do tell him, I try to, I don't give any depth."
C12H:... well I'm very careful not to bring the way 1 am at work home
as is she because I'm always dealing with other individuals that are
typically subordmates. She's dealing with kids or teachers, so if we
brought that activity and tried to deal with each other in that manner, it
probably wouldn't work very well. So, we just typically, that's probably
another reason why we talk very general about the day's activities and just
a high level overview of it, but we don't typically bring home. How we are
at work, stays at work.
C12H: After a couple of tunes of getting, you wouldn't understand or you
explaui it and you see the glazed over looked in the eyes of either one of
us and we decided that we didn't really care about the details, just tell...
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The followmg couple of excerpts, shared by two husbands, identified that work
and family must be kept separate; the two do not belong together, "ft's that whatever
happens at work should stay at work." "1 try to leave as much of it at work as 1 can. Ya
know, there's no place for it here at home. 1 try to keep the two as separate as possible.
Sometunes there's a little overflow." The same concept of work and family not belonging
together was supported by the following excerpt.
CIH: . . . usually, I try to, whatever, I leave everything at work, cause I
could have a bad day at work but 1 don't want to bruig it home. .. .And
that part of my life, 1 don't bruig to the house. It just to me, is such a
different environment, I don't want to be constantly reminded of it.
While the examples above stressed that work and family must be kept separate,
the following example conveyed that problems occurred when work was brought home.
C18H: Well the job I'm in, it, if you bring it home, it causes trouble
because, it's a, I don't know how you would put it, an aggravating job I'm
in. And if I don't leave it where it's at, when I come home, I take it out on
her. And that was our trouble, I was bringing work home and taking it out
on her when it wouldn't none of her problem cause she didn't do nothing
to me.. .we try not to ya know, dump each other's problems on each other.
I can't bring it home because h does affect the family. Our relationship got
better when I quit talking work.
The followmg excerpts, shared by one husband, supported that stressful work was
stiong rationale for segmenting work and family.
C 6 H : . . . mine's more stressful obviously but, 1 would say, the majority of
my work, if it's problems or whatever, I don't discuss it with her. I usually
just, ya know, deal with it, for the most part . . . I usually don't very
seldom, ya know, it may be stressful at work, ya know, sometunes when I
come home or somethmg or and I don't tell her, yeah I had a stressful and
she's like well and I just want to come and sit down or somethmg or play
with the kids and it may be a sitiiation where she says hey we need to go
do this, this and this and I won't say, ya know I really don't want to do
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diat, ya know, 1 just go dirough with it even though I had bad day instead
of saymg hey 1 didn't have a good day or whatever.
The samples of talk provided above showed how some couples attempted to
remove talk about work from theh relationship and how some attempts were
unsuccessful. The revealed attempts of segmenting led to how work was discussed by
uncovermg not only the amount of talk about work but also the focus of the talk.

How Work Is Discussed
Several areas of concentration emerged as couples shared how they talked about
work within their relationship. Some of the themes from the mterviews included a (a)
variance m preference of how work was discussed, (b) focus on die amount of talk about
work, (c)talk focused on negativity, (d) talk focused on personal relationships, (e) talk
focused on humor, and (f) talk focused on accomplishments.
Variance in Preferences of How Work is Talked About. When invited to describe
how couples talked about work, it was found that within the couples, there was a variance
regarding how work is discussed. This was conveyed in the following excerpts, shared by
a wife and husband. "Actually, he wants lengthy and I want short and to the point." "Now
there's times where she gets a little too much uito the micro . . . " The variance of how
work was discussed was further described in the followmg two excerpts by two
participants.
C3W: I think you have to kind of temper yourself Just, ya know,
naturally, because I know if he droned on and on and on and on and on
and on and that was aU he ever talked about, then it would be bothersome.
So because I know that that would bother me, then I kuid of try to temper
myself and not drone on and on and on.
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CI IH: She talks about work, uh. more automatically than I do. Unless
there's a major problem with me, it's, how was work? I'm like fme,
everything was pretty much normal and then that's it. That's a description.
1 know what normal, a normal day is and I guess she does too and we
understand that and so we don't discuss it any further. We don't get m to
any details.
While in the example above, the wife's work was discussed in more detail than
the husband's, m the following excerpt, both the husband and wife chose to keep the
discussion very broad.
C12H:. .. depending upon what it is, it's typically very broad. Um,
because I don't know what's going on her job and when she talks about
details of her daily work and she doesn't know what's going on in my job
about details. She doesn't give as much details because when I talk about
work, I don't like a long drawn out story, I want the pomt, to get to it. So,
she doesn't give me all the details, I don't need to know how she got there,
just that she got there.
The variance in the work talk influenced the amount of communication about work.
Amount of Work Talk. The focus on the amount of talk about work emerged as a
theme when couples were invited to share how they talked about work. As one wife
shared, the following excerpt uncovered the awareness of tune allocation in reference to
talk about work.
CI 1W: I think that we talk about it too much and in fact, m the back of my
head I was thinking this past weekend because we just got back from a
trip. Ya know and um, so on my, my, I did not want to talk about on our
trip period because it was, it causes me stress at times ya know, and did
not want to have to deal with that... and therefore I don't want to talk
about h as much as I used to or maybe assign it a tune ya know. I thmk the
only reason we talk about work as much as we do, like as we just said, h is
a baby and it's new and lots of things are happening right now for it...
In the subsequent excerpt one husband described the presence of more talk as a
result of more available tune. "And now diat I'm not workuig as many hours, we talk a
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lot more and 1 thudc as a resuk of that, our relationship has grown closer." While
avaUability of tune mfluenced the amount of talk in the excerpt above, m the followmg
example shared by a wife, the amount of tune for work talk was mfluenced by stress. "To
me, I talk about it m times of stress, when it's stressful. I don't thmk it's a daily part of
die conversation that we have." The followmg excerpt identified how the amount of work
talk influenced other family interactions.
CI IH: But, she's right, a lot of times, we don't make it a pouit of when
we're going to talk about itand kinda say, hey, let's for the next hour, let's
discuss the restaurant and these issues and then we'll watch a video at 7
and then we have kind of an ending pomt that way. Cause if not, it just
eats up our family time and we go entne evenings without quality family
time because we're discussing the business and it's like taking work home
with you.
The amount of talk about work served as a prelude to the focus of work talk.
Focus on the Negative. A central theme among the majority of the dual-career
couples interviewed identified that talk about work had a primary focus on the negative
things that occurred within the work of each partner. This was revealed through the
following dialogue when asked if there was a pattem to the way they talked about work.
CI W: I think it's more negative or that's what you tend to talk about the
most. You know what I'm saying, I mean, if you have a great day then
that's great and you just don't think about and you just go on. But when
you have a bad, by God everybody's gotma know you had bad day.
C3W: 1 think the tragedies come first. Unfortunately when there's been
something major big and nasty that's when that comes out first. Ldie the
big finstrations, ya know, my boss is on my back or ya know this major
upheaval has happened.
C 7 H : . . . for me it's a, probably a lot of negatives. Um, and there's some
good things I'll occasionally mention. I'm not real happy with my job so I
probably spill a lot of stiiff that's kuid of a downer...
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Couples revealed more time was spent talking about the negative as seen in the
following excerpt. One husband shared, "But if it's somethmg good at work, it's probably
less tune talked tiian if it's somethmg bad at work. We spend more time talking about
diat." The priority of focusmg on die negative was further conveyed in the following
excerpts shared by three spouses. ". . it was just telling him what bothered me." ". ..
when Sarah talks about work, it's more I had this problem or this aggravated me." "I go
ahead and tell her about the problems I had that day . . . " Moreover, the focus on talk only
on the negative was uncovered as a husband and wife shared in the following examples.
"I'll talk about tiie bad thmgs that happen at work. I mean, that's about it." ".. .1 don't talk
about the poshives. I talk about the things that are frustrating to me . . . " The examples
above provided a foundation for the need to share which will be discussed later in this
chapter. Not only did couples expose a feature of talk that was negatively focused,
couples also revealed preferences to talk about (a) personal relationships from work, (b)
work humor, and (c) work accomplishments.
Focus on Personal Relationships. The focus of work talk about the personal
relationships with people at work was revealed in the following samples of dialogue. One
husband described then talk as, ".. .we talk more about people at work mstead of specific
activities." A wife shared reasoning for their focus on personal relationships. "We talk
about the people I work with a lot cause I'm also close with them." Another wife shared,
"I usually tell hkn stories about what's happened in the classroom.. .and with coworkers." The following two examples revealed how the technical aspects of the job are
dismissed, while the personal mteractions are discussed.
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C8W: I'm specifically talking about. 1 say, well I just had difficuh patients
or ya know Dr. Andrews was kind of in a weird mood today or if
somethmg ftmny, I mean it's more, ft's more of a personal, uiterpersonal
type day... ft's not technical.
C14H: I mean ya know my job is uh the same everyday, routine.
Occasionally, the routine changes, ya know, from one location to another.
But all m all it's uh pretty much the same. 1 would imagine that her's is
too. It would just be a different person brmging up a problem, ya know.
The examples above conveyed the focus of talk on the relational aspects of the
job. Often times, the direction of talk led to the focus of talk on more humorous events of
the work day.
Focus on the Humorous Fimny Side. The focus of talk about work on the more
humorous or funny side of things was uncovered in the following samples of talk. One
husband described his talk as, "And I tend to tell just the fimny stuff that happens or
something about the guys that happened thatday that's fimny." A wife provided a similar
response in the followmg excerpt. ".. .1 always tell him about funny things that they do or
say." The following excerpt shared by another wife revealed that the focus of talk was on
the less tense issue of work. "... we talk a lot about the, maybe the more fun or superficial
things about what's gomg on at work." While this theme kept the focus of talk on the
lighter side of things, the followmg theme uncovered the focus of talk on work
accomplishments and productivity.
Focus on Accomplishments and Productivity. The focus of talk about work on
accomplishments and productivity was revealed in the following samples of talk from
three wives. ".. .the things that I would share about work are different, are different things
accomplished, ya know, or different activities that happened through the day.'The
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following two excerpts conveyed a focus on production. "Um, like I deal with production
so I usually tell Matthew how my production went, how many patients I s a w . . . " "when
he talks about his day to me, it's more, okay well we got those new items m, ya know,
it's like ya know, he's tellmg me what's going on in our store."
The features of talk about work were uncovered through the vast and rich couple
descriptions of personal preferences and pattems of talk about work. Throughout the
features of work talk tiiat couples described, the foundation was laid for how functions of
work talk franspired within the relationship.

Functions of Talk about Work
Couples revealed features of their tallabout work which, m tum, exposed specific
fimctions of talk about work within their marital relationships. The functions performed
through talk about work began with the theme of greetings. Greetings encouraged the
theme of sharing. Sharing could be seen in the theme of release which facilitated venting.
Sharing was used as a relational indicator within the relationship. Sharing promoted
relational familiarity which led to communicative changes and encouraged ^ n v a r J
planning. Sharing also fostered feedback and perspective gaining which promoted (a)
support, (b) encouragement, (c) problem-solving and decision-making. Sharing was
found to reveal positive and negative effects, as well as, processing of partner's work.
Moreover, the presence or absence of understanding was uncovered through sharing.
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Greetmgs
Greetmgs used upon the reunion withm dual-career marriages emerged as the
gateway to sharing about work with one another. The following excerpts shared by two
wives, outimed the responses provided withm the mterviews when couples were asked
about their experience with talkmg about work within their relationship. "...I'll say. How
was your day?" ".. .ya know he'll ask me um how my day went, and .. .I'll ask how his
day went." The consistency of greetings was revealed in the following two examples
given by a wife and husband. ".. .he always asks me if I had a good day." ".. .we'll ask
'how was your day'. If it's a boring day, you say 'it was fine', I didn't do anything, ya
know. Um, there's always that general comment, kind of lUce hello." This pattem of
greeting was further conveyed in the following sample of talk.
C12H: I think that's probably one of the first things we ask is how was
your day?.. .typically we will start off, I mean that's one of the questions
when we get in is how was your day and talk about it and we both just
kind of give a general uh, overview of what's happened or it was good or
it was long or . . .
The sincerity of greetings was revealed by one wife, in the foUowuig excerpt. "He
hstens, it's like he'll say, 'how was your day' and he really wants hear." The theme of
greetings encouraged sharing within these dual-career couples.

Sharing
As greetmgs outimed above encouraged sharing within the marriages, the door
was opened for various other functions of commuiucation about work to be uncovered.
The sharing that occurred was seen m the followmg samples of talk by a wife and
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husband. "1 mean, ya know it's a it's more of a personal thmg and, and that he's kind of
just sharmg as 1 talk about it." "...ft's just someone to just bounce stories off of every
once m a while." While the two examples above revealed the companion role of a spouse,
the following excerpt conveyed the hnportance of sharing with a spouse.
C5H: I think ya know sharing um sharing your work with your spouse is
always good cause ya know, I think many women or men, ehher one,
that's staying home and not with their spouse and their spouse never
shares their work with them so they really don't have as much to talk
about. And I think sharing it will defmitely, it is good for relationship
cause, 1 mean, you hear many women 'he never talks to me, he never tells
me about what he's done that day' and if you're able to share that with
your spouse, I think it's a good thing.
Sharing captured the essence of multiple fimctions performed through talk about
work. Talk about work used as a release conveyed one of the fimctions that stemmed
from sharing.
Talk about Work Used as a Release. The recognition of sharing allowed the
partners to use then talk about work as a release. By utilizing talk about work as a
release, couples processed and moved past issues that were affecting them. This was seen
as couples described how they talked about work and what then experience had been in
talking about work ui then relationship. The following excerpts, shared by three spouses,
identified that work talk was something mtemal that must become extemal. ".. .go ahead
and get tiiat out of my system. That way I'm not, that way it doesn't botiier me later on."
" . . . I'm getting it out and gettmg it kuid of off my chest and such..." "We go ahead get
it all out, out of our systems and then by the tune dmner's ready, we're ready to move on
and don't have to worry about it anymore." The next four examples described the effects
of not talking about work. One wife shared, "I tWnk I would be depressed all the tune if 1
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couldn't release tiiat." Another wife added, ".. .it's so much better to be able to talk about
h and get it off my chest and get it out m the open..."
C13H: .. .you know how people talk about bottling stuff in all that kind of
stuff and how it's bad. But, ya know, I guess we don't have to worry about
it because we just talk about it. Just get it off your chest.
C18H: But ya know, you've got to talk, or if you don't, if you keep it
bottled up inside, you'll have a health problem over it, ya know. Maybe
it's helped me from not havmg a heart attack after tins many years.

The followmg two samples of talk, shared by a husband and wife couple,
identified the benefits of release in talk about work. "I think mostly to ease tension and
fiaisfration." ".. .use that as a tool to calm and not necessarily take it out on her." The
following three excerpts from two husbands and a wife, conveyed that this release had to
occur in order to go on with daily activities and life. "Get it out of the way and then you
can unwind and enjoy the rest of your evening instead of being mad." "...we unload and
then get that out of the way and then go on about our..." ".. .then we'll talk about it and
then it's done." The pattem of release which occurred within talk about work also
encouraged venting.
Place to Vent. It was found the opportimity for release facilitated a haven for
couples to vent about work to one another. This m vivo code (Strauss & Corbin, 1998)
was exposed in the following samples of talk. One wife shared, "It's good to be able to
vent.. .to someone . . . we vent and then we go do whatever." Ventmg was also identified
by a husband, as a function that must be leamed as seen m the next excerpt, "ya know. I
didn't necessarily vent to anybody and I had to leam to vent to her I guess." The use of
ventmg to relieve stress was conveyed m the following excerpt.
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C14H: Usually it's a way to relieve stress from the day. Have somebody to
talk to about who made you mad, who upset you durmg the day, so, you
go home and use your mate as a sounding board... Relax and go on about
your life, ya know.
The need to vent with partner as to not damage other relationships was revealed m
the following excerpts from two wives.
ClOW: ft's somethmg you just need to vent about cause you can't vent
about it to those otiier people. And ya know affect your relationship with
other people so I think a lot of our talking about work is just venting just
to get it out and over with.
C5W: Sometunes I'll vent. Idee I'll get mad at somebody and I'll vent
because he helps me do that so I don't have to do it at them because two of
them are friends and it's very hard.
Venting was found to be a consistent function performed through talk about work.
Feedback and perspective gaming occurred as a resuh of sharing.
Feedback and Perspective Gaining. Sharing fostered feedback between the couple
as well as allowed partners to gain a different perspective from their spouse. The process
of feedback and perspective gaining was revealed through the following samples of talk
by three spouses, "he always has a different perspective and kind of calms me down.
'Look at it from this way, ya know it's probably not as bad as you thought.'" "I try to let
her see my view and try to understand hers." "We use each other as a sounding board."
It was conveyed in these three excerpts and ui the following two excerpts that
feedback allowed for partners to gain a new perspective.
C4W: we had to ya know, talk about that and he had to reason to me and
so that was a step m our relationship for us to be able to, him to see my
way and me to see his way.
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C7H: I thuik there's a lot of times when she's just been ready to throw m
the towel and I've maybe showed her a different view of it or a different
way of thinking about it.
The following excerpts, shared by three husbands and a wife, uncovered the variance of
perspectives within the couples, "...she has a real different perspective." "...everybody's
perspective is always different..." "I think when we discuss work related issues, um, we,
we aren't coming from exactly the same perspective..." "And he's gonna see it totally
different because of the way he thinks. So I'm looking for that perspective."
Additionally, perspectives were gained in the form of feedback as displayed in the
following excerpt.
CI IH: . . . she, herself a lot of tunes, like she knows that 2 plus 2 is 4,
but she's optimistic. And she wants to grab as much as she can. So she'll
ask me, is 2 plus 2 really 4? It isn't, it can't be can it?
As seen m the excerpt above, the partner is requestmg feedback in order to gain a new
perspective. Puttuig things uito perspective was revealed as unportant as uncovered m the
following excerpt.
C13H: I mean, if you, if you have a bad day, it's kinda cool to come home
and talk about it. And then someone will be like ya know, in the grand
scheme of things, it's not really that big of deal.
C17H: I mean, it's kinda puts thuigs ui perspective. She gets mad at work
or somethmg ya know, and I'll say "well maybe it's not like that, maybe
tiiey didn't mean it like this or...'
The followmg two examples of talk displayed feedback which allowed the spouse
to gam perspective of the partiier. One husband revealed, "Sometunes she gets real
negative to the pomt where I get fmstrated with her and I'm like ya know, put up with it,
ya know, deal with it."
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C7W: . .. listen to the odier side that maybe 1 wasn't looking at when I
was I was thinking about it by myself intemally. So I would have to say,
being able to speak to Richard and talk about it verbally and not let it eat,
let it eat me up. Ya know just by hanging on to it.
The following excerpts, from three wives, revealed die fmdmg that partiiers
gained a new perspective from the work experience of spouses.
C12W: I leam from Eric. Lots of his business practices, I bring mto
education and ask about advice on how I handle certain situations and so
it's just a different perspective on something that I can take to the
workplace.
C7W: . . .1 get a different perspective. Um, and ya know Richard's been
around a lot of people to where ya know he can tell well, you got to take
it, bemg from this position, bemg a manager, this is what they're thinking
or so that's helped me a lot.. But at the same time . . . sometimes he tells
me stuff that I may not want to hear, it defmitely helps to shift gears and
say okay, um, 1 need to hear this even though it's not what I want to hear
but it definitely gets me past that hurdle to go on.
C14W: Well, usually, you leam from each other's feedback. When he's
telling me about his day, well a lot of times, he'll say something that
triggers something that 1 could have used in my work.
Throughout the process of giving and receiving feedback and perspective gaining,
couples revealed how sharing promoted (a) support, (b) encouragement, and (c) problemsolving and decision-making.
Support System. Feedback and gaining a new perspective promoted support,
encouragement, problem-solving and decision-making within the majority of couples
mterviewed. The element of support was revealed in the followmg samples of taUshared
by two wives. ".. .he's really a support system for me when somethmg bad happens or
fiaistratmg or stressful happens." "Like you and I talking about it and you helped me go
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and..." Talk about work used as a support system withm the marriage was fiirther
demonstrated in the following excerpt.
CI IH: But her work, since h's a start up restaurant and it's kind of a
family undertakmg, even though it's her restaurant and she's doing it,
Stuart and I are supporting her and we uh we discuss that, ft's probably
still a baby and in our home, the restaurant and we talk about it as it were a
part of the family.
While the excerpt above identified the support system that occurs through work
talk, the following example revealed the varied levels of support needed at different times
in the relationship.
C15W: It just kinda goes up and down so whenever I'm really busy and
have a lot of things like in the summer then we talk about it. I come home
and help!!! And that is, that is how it is, he does help.. .and that's ya know,
really supportive.
The theme of support system emerged through the process of feedback and
perspective gaining. Encouragement was also identified as atheme within feedback and
perspective gaining.
Place of Encouragement. Feedback was used as an avenue for encouragement.
This was conveyed in the following samples of talk shared by a husband and wife.
".. .when 1.. .get down or whatever and she helps to encourage me." "Richard gets
negative on me and I'm like, that's not a posftive attitude to have, ya know."
Encouragement was found to be an active role of a partner as seen in the following
excerpt.
C7W: I try to tum that around and ya know, be reuiforcement, ya know,
he's domg a great job, he's domg good for the company, he's doing ya
know ranked way up there in his company so ya know I try to reinforce
that so that he doesn't feel like he's not contributmg.
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As seen in the following exceipt, encouragement promoted a positive attitude m
the spouse.
C7H: .. .so I've got this buih up anger and she's, well for the past couple
of years has really has made me feel like well maybe I'm not domg so bad
after all. And, she's really helped as far as my attitude is concemed as far
as being more positive.
Throughout the process of givuig and receiving feedback and perspective gainuig,
couples not only revealed encouragement, but also the theme of problem-solvmg and
decision-making.
Problem-Solving and Decision-Making. Feedback promoted problem-solving and
decision-making processes within the dual-career couples mterviewed. This was
uncovered in the following excerpt shared by one wife. "A lot of times, you make
decisions by talking about what you're gorma do 1 think. Ya know, I could do this or I
could do this." The following two samples of talk revealed variances in problem-solving
methods within the couples.
CI IH: Well sometunes, I just straight out give her my opinion dnectly.
And that isn't really I've found what she's asking. She's asking to think
about it and consider what she's talking about and discuss it, but don't
necessarily say well here's the solution. I'm always looking to give the
solution, I'm ready to fix ft and the less tune ft takes to reach that solution,
the happier 1 am. But she isn't asking for a solution, she's askmg for some
time to discuss and think about it herself because she's headed for a
solution but she wants to derive her own solution... and use me as a
sounding board.
C16H: I thmk that ya know, you'll be upset about something and I'll say
okay, here's why you're upset, where you want to be is not upset, so what
are the steps m the middle that we need to do and it's just, for her, it's not
that easy. And I guess ft's never really just that easy to do.
The following two examples revealed the priority of consufting partners in die
decision-making process.
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CI 1W: Ya know, I'm like, I'm always askmg Matthew, what do you think
about this, what about that? I run everything through him. And sometimes,
1 don't like the answers he gives.
C4W: 1 started obsessing about teaching all the time...And so we really
had to come up ways that I could manage my time at school and manage
my time here so we didn't have to take that much tune away from each
other.
The following sample of talk identified the problem-solvmg and decision-making
processes as business partner type communication.
C2H: It might have been more of what to do about situations that arose ui
the office. 1 guess instead of informing each other about our days, we were
conferring with each other about our days and about what did we do right
or what did we do wrong, ya know, more like business partner type
communication.
As evident in the examples of talk provided above, the theme of problem-solving
and decision-making emerged through the process of feedback and perspective gaining.
These were combined with other themes of talk which included support and
encouragement. Stemming back to the theme of sharing, communication about work
served as a relational indicator.
Relational Indicator. The couples described then communicative interactions
about work which, in tum, revealed how this talk was used as a relational mdicator. It
allowed the partner to know what kind of mood then spouse was in quickly into an
interaction. For example, the theme of relational mdicator was conveyed in the followmg
excerpt of talk shared by one husband. "UsuaUy, if she's had a bad day then I know to,
not to, uh..." The theme was further revealed in the following two samples of talk.
CIH: And for me, ft's like, ft's like a gauge to me, I mean of what type of
mood she's in or how she's domg . . . But I use ft as a gauge, cause 1 just
don't want to go in there, go into sometiiing blind and say the wrong thing.
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CIH: Usually, that kuida, usually, if she's had a real bad day, usuaUy I can
tell what type of mood or mind set that's gomg to be for die rest of the
night.
The excerpts provided above uncovered how some couples used theft interactions
as a relational mdicator to determine the course of subsequent mteractions. As couples
leamed more about one another through sharmg, the theme of relational familiarity also
emerged from the taUc.
Relational Familiarity. Sharing displayed the opportunity for partners to gain
relational familiarity with their spouse. This, in tum, encouraged forward planning and
led to commimicative changes over time. The theme of relational familiarity was revealed
m the following excerpts of talk. One wife shared, "Him telluig me about work just kinda
let's me know what he's domg during the day." Relational familiarity allowed partners to
get to know one another more through their talk as revealed in the following two
excerpts.
C4H: talking about work allows you to get to know them better as a
person.. .you've got to taUc about work so you can get to know each other,
ya know, better.
C6H: 1 thnik you get to know the people that you work with, I mean, and
so understanding then personahties and him knowing my personahty
helps him understand how things happen.
Moreover, relational familiarfty encouraged forward planning as a resuft of
couples gettuig to know one another more.
Forward Plamnng. Relational familiarity encouraged forward plamung among
some of the couples. For example, the theme of forward planning was uncovered m the
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following excerpts of talk shared by two husbands. "Usually it's plannmg for the future
or sometiiing. We would like to see this or we would like to do this."
C4H: 1 thmk talking about work and letting her know that I'm not getting
challenged and ya know, I do want to do something different that ya
know, we're preparing for the fiiture that might happen and might not but
we're not going there blind.
Forward planning revealed the change ui talk to focus more on the future than the
present in the following excerpt of talk.
C14H: I think here lately, we're more, uh, looking down the road to
retnement a little more frequently. TaUcing about, that's the subject that
comes up a little more often with a little more anticipation the closer we
get to it.
Relational familiarity not otdy encouraged forward planning, but also led to
communicative changes to occur over time, as a result of couples getting to know one
another more.
Communicative Changes Occur over Time. Among some dual-career marriages,
relational familiarity led to changes in communicative pattems over time. This was
revealed in the following two excerpts of talk.
CI IH: But I think where I've grown is, 3 years ago I would have said, are
you kidding, no way, you're crazy, what's wrong with you. Whereas
today, I know that she's a person and I respect her more, ya know.. .1
didn't know how to express that respect. I was just thiidcing of whatever
came to my mind and how 1 feft. And now, I can hold off on that just a
little bft more. I think that's a sign of, of maturity in our conunimication.
I'm less selfish and a little bit more sensitive to where she is on things.
C15W: Yeah, because this summer like, ya know, the day that I was losuig
my mmd and you came home. And the last summer, he would have just
been frusfrated and really like, I've had enough of this talk. I'm sick of
this conversation and this summer he walked in and he was like, okay, talk
to me. And then afterwards he's like you can talk to me anytune. 1 mean
anytime thuigs are gettmg out of hand or whatever, just let me know, I'm
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here to listen and that's a real posftive thmg, I thudc you just grow with
through time to know when I get my level and to know when he gets to his
level that you just need to sft down and hear. Ya know, even though it
really doesn't have anything to do with you, what 1 was going through this
sunmier had nothing to do with him other than the fact that he had to live
with the consequences of it... this summer it was Idee we were working
through it together. Whereas last summer, I was in this comer and he was
in that comer . . .
As evident in the excerpts provided above, relational familiarity facilitated
communication changes within their relationships over time. Just as sharing promoted
relational familiarity within dual-career marriages, it also uncovered the presence or
absence of understandmg by partners, as well as the need for understanding by a spouse.
Understanding in the Relationship. Sharing uncovered various dimensions of
understanding within the dual-career marriages. This included recognition of the presence
of understanding, absence of understanding, as well as the need for understanding by a
partner. AU of these themes were sttessed within talk when couples were asked to
describe what has been then experience with talking about work within their relationship.
The foUowingexcerpts, shared by three spouses, uncovered the absence of
understanding, "...sometunes she, sometunes she doesn't understand or really, I don't
thiidi she doesn't appreciate, but she doesn't fully understand my job." "Ya know, and
I'm like, you just don't understand, you don't see, you're not there everyday, how can
you even..."
C2H: There's been tunes when I've been m stressful situations and I lean
heavily on Sarah for advice, for her insight, and this kinda goes back to
what she doesn't, I don't feel like she understands me sometunes.
Partners revealed then personal lack of understanding of spouse's work as
conveyed in the following excerpt of taUc shared by a husband.
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CI IH: because when we're talkmg about her work, she's the expert and
she is there and understands and knows all that's gomg on and I come in at
for short periods of time and facilitate and help and try to mject ya know,
just be of assistance. But I don't know the scope, the entire scope of
what's going on. So part of the time, the coinomts I make or the
suggestions I make are really unfounded, that, ft's just an idea and she
knows exactly why that won't work.
Partners' understandmg of spouses' work was uncovered as seen in the following
two samples of taUe.
C7H: she knows the people diat I work with, what exactly I do m the
stores, what 1 have put up with after work, ya know what my goals are,
um, what kind of stress I have as far as reaching sales quotas and that kind
of thing. So I mean, there's basically 99 percent of what 1 do, she knows
about, so that helps as far as our conversation is concemed.
C16W: .. .1 also feel that one of the main things with us is he's always felt
how neat ft is that I understand all the computer stuff that he's domg since
when we had the same major, he always thought that was really neat
because he could never really share it with his friends or family. And so,
he'll tell me and he can actually talk through a program and the things that
he's working on and I can understand it and I can say, well that sounds
really in depth or complex or I can't give advice anymore because he's
beyond me but I can at least understand enough as far as that's concemed.
Conscious effort to be understanding of a partner was uncovered in the following
excerpt of talk, as described by one husband. "I had to really work at being understanding
about her job and, and I had to. found myself doing more listening and understanding.. .in
other words, put myself m her place." The need for understanding by a spouse emerged
through the following excerpts of taUc.
C2H: sometunes ft takes a lot of patience and understanding when you've
got two people in different occupations and my job takes me one place and
her job takes her another place and workuig through that trying to come to
figure out what's the best for both of us.
CI IH: ft's like puttuig your fmger ui die water to see ft's hot, she's knows
it's gonna bum her when 1 say somethmg, my idea, 1 mean she knows I
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don't have enough mformation to make a wise response but she goes
aliead anyway.
Dual-career married couples exposed various dimensions of talk which revealed
die (a) presence of understandmg, (b) absence of understanding, and (c) need for
understandmg widim their relationships. Connected with understanding, sharmg revealed
the theme of the processing of partner's work that takes places withm commurucation
interactions.
Personal Processing of Partner's Work. Sharing revealed the need for processing
the work of a spouse. This was described through the following excerpts of talk. One
husband described, "That's fiaistrating for me to see her get worked up on what I would
consider to be not, nothing worthy of gettuig upset over." This was further conveyed in
the following two excerpts of talk as partners revealed the need to deal with certain
emotions.
C2H: I've deaft with those emotions... there's some people that have deaft
with her very unjustly on things that she had no control over or she was
just doing her job and that angers me that someone would treat her that
way.
C3W: . . . 1 would come home and tell him what was going on and he just
couldn't believe. And 1 guess he ahnost got to the point where he was mad
at her because I was under so much stress.
The personal processmg of a partner's work was necessftated through the function of
sharing. Posftive and negative effects of communication about work were exposed
through sharing.
Posftive and Negative Effects. Finally, sharuig revealed tiiat communication about
work had both posftive and negative effects on the relationship. Posftive effects of talk
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about work were supported in the following excerpts of talk, shared by three spouses. "I
diink for the majority, ft's going to be a posftive effect, um, just to know what's going
on." "1 thuik it has the positive because the way that we have worked and the work ethic
diat he has been able to teach me." "And positive, ya know, if you, if you both have a bad
day, you both know how each other feels and ya know..." This theme was uncovered
further through the followmg excerpt of taUc.
C9W: Well, I think ft's probably a posftive effect in that we're sharing
thuigs that are going on ui each others lives. I would say that's a positive
effect. Um, I don't really see a negative effect about ft. Uh, the, the
positive would be that I know what's going on in his life and he's know
more what's gomg on in my life because we spend an awful lot of time
doing our jobs. So that would be a positive thing.
Talk about work had both a positive and negative effect on the relationship. This
theme was demonstrated in the following excerpt of talk.
C2W: It could do both. If you had a great day, obviously it's going to be a
positive thing, if you had a bad day, it's gonna be more negative because
I'm obviously more negative.
Fatigue and stress played an instrumental role in the effects of conversations
about work as seen in the following excerpt of taUc.
CI IH: I don't think we could have a good relationship if we didn't talk
about everything. And so, I think it's a positive overall. I think that some
of the uh, the other factors, like fatigue and stress when combined with
conversation about work can lead to beuig disgruntled or being
disappointed in each other . . .
Just as stress and fatigue were identified as havmg an effect on talk about work,
negative events of the day had a negative effect on the relationship. This was revealed m
die taUc of a husband m the following excerpt of taUc.
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C12H: ...die day's activities can have a, what happened during the day
can have a negative impact if it was a bad or something. But actually
taUcuig about work has never been negative.
While the majority of effects of communication about work were positive,
negative effects emerged out of the data as well. Talk about work revealed the vast
amount of functions that occur through features of talk as presented in this chapter. The
next chapter will focus on the interpretations of the results. Chapter V will also
encompassan acknowledgement of limitations of the study, as well as a discussion of and
recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

Pumose of Study
The purpose of dus study was to explore how dual-career married couples
describe and experience communication about work. The acknowledgement of prior
literature uivited understanduig of die manifold of details embedded withni dual-career
married couples. While at first glance, it may appear to be a snnplistic, straight-forward
assessment, through in-depth mterviews, couples revealed a complex network of multiple
features and fimctions within taUc about work through the emergence of themes and
categories. The significance of each theme was uncovered throughout the following
discussion of this study. On a high level, the two categories which served as an umbrella
for subsequent themes included features, which described how talk about work transpned
within the relationships, and fimctions, which described the rich services that talk about
work provided to members of dual-career couples. Undemeath the umbrella of each
category were multiple sub-categories; these categories ui tum, developed the
foundational system for each higher overbearing theme.

Grounded Theory
The grounded theory approach (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) was used to conduct this
study due to the disparity in prior Ifterature available regarding communication about
work in dual-career couples. While no assumptions were made prior to the study being
conducted, the resufts revealed strong connections to prior research m specific areas.
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Several connections with prior literature were made while the researcher suggested
explanations regarduig odier pertinent fmdings. The explanations provided in the
following discussion were organized through lessons leamed by the researcher.

Lesson of Features I: Communication about Work in
Dual-Career Marriages is hifluential and Reflexive
to other Areas of Marital Interaction
Spillover
The theme of work talk changing behavior revealed the influential nature of
commuiucation about work. As one husband stated the following in recognition of how
talking about work created a change within himself that led to a change within his
relationship with his spouse.
C3H: I was always telling them about how positive he [my boss] was
about everything, laser focused and everything else and 1 just started
trying to bring that positivity into the house. I didn't let them be negative,
I didn't want her being negative, I wanted everyone to be, let's look at the
bright side of everything for once and let's see what happens. And it's
amazing, good things start happening. It's fimny it took work to teach me
that.
The above lesson leamed was also supported ui past Ifterature referred to as the
spdlover model (Doumas, Margolm, & John, 2003). As die spiUover model proposed that
an uidividual's emotions or behaviors in the work or marital domain carry over uito his or
her experiences ui the otiier domam, the husband above commented on how the mindset
at work became the nundset at home, hi this case ft was a conscious effort, other
mstances of spiUover were found not to be so deliberate. This was supported as one wife
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shared, "It just kmd of runs over . . .without you realizmg it. I guess a lot of his stuff, um,
he can come home and be kuid of all business, sometimes."
It is unperative to note that it is not only the actions that bring on the change
widim the relationship, but even the mere discussion of work with a partner instigated a
change in behaviors within the marital relationship. This was supported in the following
example shared by one wife.
C13W: 1 see when something tense happens at work and we start taUdng
about it, then it's lUce he's gouig through ft or I'm going through ft all over
agaui and so, ft gets all stressed over, but if something good happens at
work, then it's like . . .
The occurrence of spillover served as a sfrong indicator of the influential nature of
communication about work.

Emotional Transmission
The theme of work behaviors coming home served as an example of emotional
fransmission (Larson & Almeida, 1999) which occurred through behaviors and attitudes
present at work becoming present within the marital relationship. The following excerpt
described how behaviors facilitated emotional transmission as revealed by one husband.
C3H: Having to listen to then constant negativity, she started becoming a
little negative. Where she is normally a positive person, she would look at
something and it was automatically, yayaya, that's negative.
The wife in the example above allowed the events and emotions of daily activities
to influence the uiteractions within the marriage. In the followmg excerpt, emotional
fransmission occurred as an attitude within an immediate daily experience influenced the
marital interactions between the partners.
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C9H: Well, work affects your mood. And there's no doubt about that.
When you're in a high stress level, you uh, you can't separate your home
life from t h a t . . . But, 1 know it defmitely affects my mood, my attitude
towards thuigs.
The spillover model and emotional transmission were found to provide
explanations for the uifluence of specific features of communication about work.
Likewise, the characteristics of when and how couples talked about work were reflexive
to one another.

Lesson of Features 11: All Outcomes of Communication
about Work are Derived through the Interplay ofw hen
Work is Discussed and how Work isD iscussed

Work TaUe Made Priority
Within the themes of when work is discussed as well as how work is discussed,
multiple subcategories emerged from the results within each of these categories.
Moreover, the themes of when and how framed the mtricate details of the occurrence of
communication about work. Additionally, the avoidance of taUc about work, stemming
from when work is discussed, and the absence of taUc about work, stemming from how
work is discussed, led to the theme of segmentation. Congment with prior Ifterature that
happy couples spend more tune communicating than unhappy couples (Vangehsti &
Banski, 1993), as a subcategory of when work is discussed, this sample of generally
nondisfressed couples made communication about work apriority. This was noted below
by one wife who stated, "1 thuik we make the pouit to taUc about work." This theme was
fiirther supported with reasomng for taUdng about work as one wife shared, "ft's just part
of our lives and I think the reason we taUc about work is because that's what we did when
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we weren't together." The priority of talk about work was revealed through the themes of
(a) amount of work talk, (b) touching base with spouse durmg the day, (c) immediate
discussion of work at reimitement with partner at end of workday, (d) downtime preferred
by partners before work was discussed, (e) work talk intertwined into other conversations
and marital interactions, and (f) work talk affected by envnonmental influences.
Each of the above themes was made significant through their presence in the data.
These subcategories highlighted were supported through the fmdings of Small and Riley
(1990) which included time uiterference, energy interference, and psychological
interference. Fnst, the issue of time interference, which referred to the amount of time
that was available for the couple to communicate, provided explanations for when work
was discussed. Specifically, couples were found to touch base throughout the day in order
to keep up with one another due to the lunited amount of time available to communicate.
This was support as one husband shared, "we'll do phone calls back and forth... ya know
if there's sometiiing big that needs to be covered and tiiere's not tune at home to do ft."
Addftionally, the theme of work taUc intertwmed within other conversations and marital
interactions was also supported through tune interference. As described by one wife,
"...ft's just kuid of all the many facets of our lives just kind of weave in and out of our
conversations." This may have been the most convenient method for the couple to discuss
work due to time constraints.
Second, the case of energy uiterference provided rationale for the tiieme of
preferring unmediate discussion of work at reunitement with partner at end of workday
and downtune prior to talk about work. Couples may have preferred to discuss work
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hnmediately at reimitement vvith partner widi a sense of urgency as a resuft of lunited
energy. Work being 'fresh on their mmds' suggested more energy available for talk about
work at that time. This rationale was suggested by one husband who shared the following
in reference to when work is discussed, "Right after work, when ft's fresh on mind." The
preference of downtime prior to taUc about work was uncovered in the data as partners
may have been fatigued and unable to truly engage with theft spouses until they were
able to experience some downtime to regroup. As one wife shared, ".. .Mike usually likes
to sit back and relax for a little while after he gets home from work just suice he's been
doing so much focusing..."
Fmally, another husband described the psychological interference process that
must occur at the end of each workday which demanded downtime prior to talk about
work.
C18H: ft's bad to say but ft's usually better if her and the kids would leave
me alone for about the fnst 30 minutes so I can separate being around
them and then back to family life. Because at any given tune out there, I
may have to kill somebody due to my job or I may get killed due to my
job. And you've got to have a nundset to be able to do that. And ft takes a
Uttle bit to deprogram yourself
The theme of envnonmental factors which uifiuenced when taUc about work
occurred could also be a component of the psychological uiterference process as couples
revealed the psychological nnpacts of the location of dien taUc about work. The foUowuig
excerpt provided an example for the envnonmental factors on the psychological
uiterference process, "Ya know, that kuid of thftig and um, so, but at home, when we talk
about ft, and have more, a less stressfid, uh envnonment, ft's a lot better."

Therefore,

widi the consideration of elements of tumng, sitiiations and envnonments ft was
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imperative to recognize die interplay in tiie development of shared meanings and
understandings (Duck, 1994).

Focus of Talk
The subcategories of when work was discussed panited a partial pictirre of how
work taUc performed fimctions. The foundational picture was completed through the
exploration of findings of how work was discussed. An emergent category that supported
the focus of how work was discussed among the sample of participants was a focus on
negativit}' within the communication. Locksley (1980) found that women were more
likely to exhibit dissatisfaction and fiiisfration with then marriage than men. In the
current study, it was revealed that women were also more likely to discuss then
frusfrations with work than then husbands. This was not to say that fixistrations were not
shared by the husband but to stress that women placed a high focus on the negative
aspects of then work. This was suggested in the following excerpt of talk.
C3W: 1 think the tragedies come first. Unfortunately when there's been
something major big and nasty that's when that comes out first. Like the
big fioistrations, ya know, my boss is on my back or ya know this major
upheaval has happened.
NoUer and Fftzpatrick (1990) also stressed that wives' tended to express more
negativfty and posftivfty than the husbands. Without differentiatmg for gender, the
finduig of positivfty in Ifterature could be supported in the themes of (a) focus of taUc on
personal relationship, (b) focus of taUc on humor and, (c) focus of taUc on
accomplishments. The focus of each of these categories may have been fiirtiier
exaggerated ui an attempt by the couple to have a posftive uifluence on die relationship
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and die uiteractions witiiin the relationship. The focus of taUc on personal relationships
and humor was uncovered ui the following excerpt of talk shared by one wife, "...we talk
a lot about the. maybe the more fun or superficial thuigs about what's gouig on at work."
The focus of talk on accomplishments was suggested by one wife who stated, "...the
tiiuigs that I would share about work are different, are different thuigs accomplished, ya
know, or different activfties tiiat happened through the day." The focus of taUc about work
further laid the foundation for the functions that communication about work served
within the relationship.

Segmentation
As discussed previously, the absence of how work was discussed combined with
the avoidance of when work was discussed led to the emergence of the theme of
segmentation. It is important to note that segmentation occurs on the opposite end of the
continuum from talk about work made a priority and the focus of talk about work. The
findings of this study within the theme of segmentation were consistent with the findings
of prior research on segmentation. Lambert (1990) defmed segmentation as effort on the
part of an individual to treat work and home as two separate areas of life, either because
the areas are so vastly different or because the individual actively seeks to keep them
separate. As revealed in the data, ft was imperative to note the word actively which
stipulates that there is effort made to keep work and home separate. As one husband
revealed, segmentation is something one must leam.
C3H: I thuik ft's something you got to teach yourself.. I had to teach
myself that a long, long tune ago when 1 was in the milftary. I would just
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leave, Ifterally the world's problems at work and ya know if ft took sittuig
on the doorstep for 30 seconds before 1 went ui the house, sometimes
that's what I would do.
It was further noted through the data that segmentation was something that may
not always be achieved. This participant stressed that he tried to keep them as separate as
possible revealuig how segmenting is not a natural process (Lambert, 1990). "I try to
leave as much of ft at work as 1 can. Ya know, there's no place for ft here at home. I try to
keep the two as separate as possible. Sometimes there's a little overflow." This portion of
data also revealed the delicate relationship between the spillover model and
segmentation. Lambert (1990) suggested that segmentation may also occur as a result of
work and home being on such opposite ends of the continuum that effort is made to
segment. This was supported in the following excerpt of talk.
CIH: . . . usually, 1 try to, whatever, I leave everything at work, cause I
could have a bad day at work but I don't want to bring ft home. .. .And
that part of my life, I don't bring to the house. It just to me, is such a
different envnonment, I don't want to be constantly reminded of ft.
Segmentation, as discussed above combined with when and how work was
discussed completed the background scene of the functions which occurred in the
forefront. Moreover, the priority of work taUc may have encouraged or discouraged die
presence of particular functions within dual-career married couples. At this point, ft was
evident that the broad and complex lessons of the features of communication about work
lay the foundation for the occurrences of muftiple fimctions of conmiunication about
work.
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Lesson of Functions 1: There is a Sequential Pattem
Embedded in the Display of Functions
Performed through Talk about Work

As illustrated m the concept map located in Appendix E. the functions performed
through talk about work began with the theme of greetings. Greetuigs encouraged the
theme of sharmg. Sharnig could be seen ui the theme of release which facihtated ventuig.
Sharing was used as a relational mdicator within the relationship. Sharuig also promoted
relational familiarity which led to communicative changes and encouraged forward
planning. Additionally, sharing also fostered feedback and perspective gaining which
promoted (a) support, (b) encouragement, (c) problem-solving and decision-making.
Sharing was found to reveal positive and negative effects and the processing of partner's
work. Moreover, the presence or absence of understanding was uncovered through
sharing. The significance of themes identified within the category of functions was
revealed in this lesson.

Sharing
As supported ui past Ifterature, greetuigs served a form of complement taUc
(Golden, 2002) ui which opportimities were established for couples to come together and
jouitly create meanuigs and interactions. The theme of gi'eetings emerged as an uivftation
for die tiieme of sharing. Sharing was identified and grounded withni the resufts as a
pivotal center spoke which, ui tum, stabilized the operation of muftiple other fimctions.
This was hi support of the fmduig of Rosenfeld and Welsh (1985) which revealed that
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dual-career couples have a greater mutual sharmg. One husband identified sharing to help
his relationship with his wife as seen in the followmg excerpt of talk.
C5H: 1 think ya know sharing um sharing your work with your spouse is
always good cause ya know, 1 thuik many women or men, either one,
that's staying home and not with their spouse and theft spouse never
shares their work with them so they really don't have as much to talk
about. And I thuik sharing it will defmitely, it is good for relationship
cause, I mean, you hear many women 'he never talks to me, he never tells
me about what he's done that day' and if you're able to share that wUl
your spouse, I think it's a good thing.

Release-Venting
From sharing, the couples were found to fulfill numerous uitrinsic needs of
themselves and then spouse. The theme of release quickly emerged as couples revealed
then need to move past issues. It was apparent one must experience communication about
work in order to move on with his or her life. In the words of one participant, ".. .go
ahead and get that out of my system. That way I'm not, that way it doesn't bother me
later on." The cleansing that occurred by 'gefting it out of her system" prevented
subsequent negative effects. The same release was communicated by another wife in the
study who stated, "We go ahead get it all out, out of our systems and then . . .we're ready
to move on and don't have to worry about it anymore." This theme, in tum, facilitated the
theme of venting. Agaui, the lesson of one function leaduig to another was vivid ui this
theme. Greeting opened the fomm for sharing which led to releasing which in tum
facilitated ventuig. The in vivo coduig (Strauss & Corbui, 1998) emeshed within the
theme of ventuig uncovered the consistency and presence of this function withui dual-
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career married couples. The importance of venting was described by one husband ui the
following excerpt.
C14H: Usually it's a way to relieve stress from the day. Have somebody to
talk to about who made you mad, who upset you during the day, so, you
go home and use your mate as a sounduig board... Relax and go on about
your life, ya know.
hi tins uistance, ventuig as a subcategory of release was described as somethuig that
would allow one to go on with life once it has taken place.

Feedback and Perspective Ganiing
Sharing also fostered feedback and perspective gaining which promoted the
presence of (a) support, (b) encouragement, and ic) problem-solving and decisionmaking. The relationship between feedback and perspective gaining was found to be
delicately related with one another as one husband described the process of giving his
wife feedback which allowed her to receive a different perspective on the issue.
CI IH: . . . she, herself, a lot of times, like she knows that 2 plus 2 is 4,
but she's optimistic. And she wants to grab as much as she can. So she'll
ask me, is 2 plus 2 really 4? It isn't, it can't be can it? . . . I think when we
discuss work related issues, um, we, we aren't coming from exactly the
same perspective...
Support. Through feedback and perspective gauung, support emerged as a
significant theme among dual-career couples. This may have been the resuft of partners
within dual-career marriages showing more support over rejection to then spouses. This
would be in agreement with the fmduigs of Kmeger (1985) which suggested that highly
satisfied couples had higher agreement-to-disagreement and support-to-rejection ratios
over dissatisfied couples. In the words of one wife who described her husband ui the
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study, ".. .he's really a support system for me when somethuig bad happens or frustratuig
or sfressftil happens." This statement and statements like it revealed that the husband
didn't just provide support, but was an entire support system. This could unply that just
as ft has been found ui prior research (Krueger, 1985), more satisfied couples spend more
time conmiunicatmg. listenuig and less time interruptmg than dissatisfied couples.
Encouragement. Encouragement was also found to be a derivative of feedback
and perspective gauung. The significance of encouragement was revealed as it provided
stabilfty witiiui dual-career marriages. One husband shared, "... when I.. .get down or
whatever and she helps to encourage me." This statement reflected the mfluence that one
spouse can have with his or her partner. Rosenfeld and Welsh (1985) concluded that
debriefing conversations between partners can serve various fimctions for each spouse.
While male partners may have identified the conversation as more uiformational, the
female partners may have perceived the conversation as serving more of a emotional or
rapport function. As evident in the above talk of the husband, a male partner, the
conversation revealed more of an emotional fimction rather than informative fimction.
Problem-Solving and Decision-Making. Problem-solving and decision-making
also stemmed from feedback and perspective gaining. The hnportance placed on shared
decision-making and problem-solving was revealed in the following excerpt.
CI 1W: Ya know, Em like, I'm always asking Matthew, what do you think
about this, what about that? I run everything through him. And sometunes,
I don't like the answers he gives.
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The process of how a couple used shared problem-solving and decision-making
uncovered independent thought, yet a reliance on the feedback of the partner. This was
revealed as one husband shared the following.
CI IH: Well sometimes, I just straight out give her my opmion dnectly.
And diat isn't really I've found what she's askuig. She's askmg to think
about ft and consider what she's talkuig about and discuss it, but don't
necessarily say well here's the solution. I'm always lookuig to give the
solution, I'm ready to fix it and the less tune it takes to reach that solution,
the happier I am. But she isn't askuig for a solution, she's askmg for some
tune to discuss and thuik about it herself because she's headed for a
solution but she wants to derive her own solution... and use me as a
sounding board.
In the excerpt shared above, it was also revealed how each partner within the couple had
a different preference for the use of this conversation tune, ft was the preference of the
husband to move to a solution as quickly as possible while the wife was usmg the
conversation time as a means to taUc through a particular situation.

Relational Indicator
Sharing was not only noted as influential in the feedback and perspective gaining
practices between partners, but was also recognized as serving as a relational indicator of
how the remainder of an evening or marital uiteractions would franspne as a result of
communicating about work. One husband shared the following regarding communication
about work with his wife.
CIH: And for me, it's lUce, it's Idee a gauge to me, I mean of what type of
mood she's in or how she's douig . . . But I use ft as a gauge, cause 1 just
don't want to go in there, go into something bluid and say the wrong thing.
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This fmdnig was consistent with the process of emotional transmission and
spillover (Larson & Ahneida, 1999; Chan 8c Margolui, 1994).

Relational Familiarity
As sharmg fostered the co-creation of a couples' reality (Berger & Luckman,
1966), couples were also able to develop shared meanmgs (Duck, 1994) through die
theme of relational familiarity. One husband described the process as a posftive
experience as revealed in the following excerpt.
C4H: talking about work allows you to get to know them better as a
person...you've got to talk about work so you can get to know each other,
ya know, better.
Communicative Changes. As a result of relational familiarity, communicative
changes within the relationship occurred over time as well as, forward planning. An
example of the partnership that is created over time was revealed as communicative
changes were uncovered.
CI 5W: Yeah, because this summer like, ya know, the day that 1 was losing
my mind and you came home. And the last summer, he would have just
been fiiistrated and really Idee, I've had enough of this taUc. I'm sick of
this conversation and this summer he walked in and he was lUce, okay, talk
to me. And then afterwards he's like you can talk to me anytime. I mean
anytime things are gettuig out of hand or whatever, just let me know, I'm
here to listen and that's a real posftive thuig, I thudc you just grow with
through time to know when I get my level and to know when he gets to his
level that you just need to sft down and hear. Ya know, even though ft
really have anything to do with you, what 1 was gouig through this
summer had nothing to do with him other than the fact that he had to live
with the consequences of ft... this summer ft was Idee we were working
through ft together. Whereas last summer, I was in this comer and he was
in that comer . ..
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The tiiought shared above, which conveyed that the husband would have to deal with the
consequences, suggested that spillover occurs m these situations (Doumas, Margolm, &
John, 2003).
Forward Plannmg. Forward planning was also found to be a significant theme
among the fimctions as it eluded to the opportunities of shared experiences. One husband
identified how his communication with his partner had shifted to forward planning over a
period of time.
C14H: 1 think here lately, we're more, uh, looking down the road to
retnement a little more frequently. Talking about, that's the subject that
comes up a little more often with a liftle more anticipation the closer we
get to it.
Acknowledging relational familiarity allowed the couples to share in forward planning
through then talk.

Understanding
Understanding emerged as a theme within the data as a resuft of sharing. More
specificaUy, the presence of, absence of and the need for understandmg were highlighted
m die fmduigs. Consistent with the fmdings of Vangelisti and Banski (1993), ft appeared
diat the less understanduig is perceived, the less disclosure that takes place. This was
suggested by a husband who shared the following regardmg the understandmg of his
wife. ".. .sometunes she, sometunes she doesn't understand or really, I don't thudc she
doesn't appreciate, but she doesn't fiiUy understand my job." The lack of comfort ui
disclosftig when a spouse lacked understanduig was vivid. Consequently, just as Burke
and Wen (1976) reported tiiat workuig wives reported communicatuig more with then
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husbands on specific items, more understanduig seemed to invite more disclosure by a
partiier. This was evident in the followmg excerpt of talk.
C16W: ...1 also feel that one of the main thuigs with us is he's always feft
how neat it is that 1 understand all the computer stuff that he's douig suice
when we had the same major, he always thought that was really neat
because he could never really share it with his friends or family. And so,
he'll tell me and he can actually talk through a program and the thuigs that
he's workuig on and I can understand it and I can say, well that sounds
really ni depth or complex or I can't give advice anymore because he's
beyond me but I can at least understand enough as far as that's concemed.
Rosenfeld and Welsh (1985) found that dual-career husbands expressed increased
depth of disclosure over then wives. While overall, gender differences were not noted as
significant within this study, it was found that an increase in understanding encouraged
disclosure by both partners within dual-career marriages.

Processing of Partner's Work
Not only did sharing uncover the state of imderstanding in the relationship, it also
revealed the theme of processing of a partner's work. Specific instances of partners
processing the work of then spouses was found to be congment with the finding that
dual-career couples were more likely to empathize with then partner (Rapoport &
Rapoport, 1980). One wife shared, " . . . 1 would come home and tell him what was gomg
on and he just couldn't believe ft. And 1 guess he ahnost got to the ponit where he was
mad at her because I was under so much stress." This revealed the paramount
undertaking of a spouse processmg the work of a partiier.
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As revealed m die discussion above, there were sequential pattems through which
fimctions occurred. They openly began with greetmgs which facilitated sharuig. Sharuig,
die center spoke on the wheel, tiien led to the vast amount of fimctions of taUc about
work.

Lesson of Functions II: The Functions of Commimication
about Work are hiterrelated and Unite Muftiple Relational
Factors within a Dual-Career Marriage

Within the vast amount of fimctions, there is a network of uiterdependency and
relationships that existed among the fimctions of communication about work. In tum,
relational factors within the dual-career marriages were influenced as a result of an
interplay of multiple fimctions. The positive or negative perceptions of work talk
affected relational factors within the marital relationship. Moreover, the presence or
absence of fimctions among dual-career married couples revealed the combination of
relational factors within the relationship. Multiple strains presented to partners within a
dual-career marriage encouraged the interplay of numerous functions. AdditionaUy, the
sample of nondisfressed dual-career married couples uncovered key relational factors.
Fulally, the uiteraction of the functions exhibftmg particular relational factors were
uidicative of specific couple types identified in prior Ifterature.

Convergent Nature of Functions
As revealed through the lesson of functions of communication about work,
muftiple relational factors uitemungle withui a dual-career marriage. For example, the
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presence or absence of understandmg could invfte or discourage the fimction of ventuig
and usmg a partiier as a soundmg board. Consequently, the relational familiarfty could
promote or udiibit the processuig of a partner's work. This was supported, as previously
discussed, that more understanduig of a spouse seemed to uivite more disclosure by a
partner (Burke & Wen, 1976). Within the scheme of the identified fimctions and the
sequential nature of functions, it was clear that the actions of one may dnectly or
uidnectly uifluence the actions of another. For example, more specifically stated within
ui this study, the lack of sharing resulted m a lack of support. The nonsingular functional
nature of communication about work uncovered the propensfty for muftiple uifluences or
sfrains within dual-career married couples.

Multiple Sfrains
Rapoport and Rapoport (1980) found that couples had to leam to manage muftiple
sfrains placed on then marriage by then careers. This was found tme as couples had to
balances both features and functions of communication about work. The example below
deaft with the focus of talk and the personal processmg a partner's work. The uifluence of
this work taUc was revealed ui the following excerpt shared by one of the wives ui the
study.
C3W: . . . I would come home and tell hun what was gouig on and he just
couldn't believe ft. And I guess he ahnost got to the pouit where he was
mad at her because 1 was under so much stress.
The delicate balancuig act that must transpne ui order to manage communication about
work was described by one husband.
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CI 1H: But, she's right, a lot of times, we don't make ft a pouit of when
we're gomg to taUc about it and kuida say, hey, let's for the next hour, let's
discuss die restaurant and these issues and then we'll watch a video at 7
and then we have kind of an endmg point that way. Cause if not, ft just
eats up our family time and we go entfte evenings without quality family
tune because we're discussing the busmess and ft's like takuig work home
with you.
This excerpt led to the understanding that dual-career married couples must manage the
multiples sti-ains that uifluence everyday uiteractions. Additionally, it was conveyed that
takuig work home witii you may have negative effects on the marftal relationship as ft
lessens the amount of quality family time.

Positive and Negative Effects
The positive and negative effects that occur as a result of commimication about
work within dual-career marriages were identified through then acknowledgement to
relational factors withui the relationship. The connectedness of relational factors withui
the relationship, such as fatigue and disappomtment, was noted by one husband in the
study.
CI IH: I don't think we could have a good relationship if we didn't taUc
about everything. And so, 1 think ft's a posftive overall. I think that some
of the uh, the other factors, lUce fatigue and stress when combuied with
conversation about work can lead to bemg disgruntled or beuig
disappouited ui each other . . .
Moreover, the manner in which a function is carried out could have a posftive or negative
effect on the relationship. As revealed ui die following excerpt, the spouse wanted to
receive feedback from her partiier, but was reluctant to receive the feedback diat was
given.
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C7W:.. .1 get a different perspective. Um, and ya know Richard's been
around a lot of people to where ya know he can tell well, you got to take
It, bemg from this position, being a manager, this is what they're thinkmg
or so dial's helped me a lot.. But at the same time .. . sometunes he tells
me stuff that I may not want to hear, it defmitely helps to shift gears and
say okay, um, I need to hear this even though it's not what I want to hear
but it definitely gets me past that hurdle to go on.
This uncovered the posftive and negative effects that occurred as a resuft of a suigle
mteraction. The prevalence of more posftive or more negative effects could uifluence
marital satisfaction.

Distressed and Nondistressed Couples
The signiflcance of the posftive and negative effects of work taUc was exposed in
the apparent uifluence on other relational factors wihin the dual career marriage, more
specifically, marital satisfaction. NoUer and Fftzpatrick (1990) found that nondistressed
couples reported more satisfaction with the social-emotional characteristics of their
relationship while distressed couples revealed increased destractive commimication
behaviors. This was supported ui the current study as the entne sample was generally
nondistressed as revealed in its completion of the Dyadic Adjustment Scale (Spanier,
1972). Additionally, Vangelisti and Banski (1993) reported a positive relationship was
found between couples' daily time together communicating and relational satisfaction.
This, too, was supported in the current study as one husband shared, "And now that I'm
not working as many hours, we taUc a lot more and 1 think as a result of that, our
relationship has grown closer." As discussed, the relational aspects of marital satisfaction
exposed the significance of the identified functions of commimication about work.
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Marftal satisfaction could be mfluenced by die nature or typology of the dual-career
married couple.

Couple Types
Specific characteristics of couple types described by Hall and Hall (1979) may
have been revealed through an uiterplay of muftiple functions. For example, the
execution of the fimctions mcludmg understanduig, support and encouragement may
have been indicative of acrobats as they are known for then high level of support and
commitment to then relationship. The lack of understanding could have been descriptive
of adversaries as they seek to provide minimal partner support. Overall, consideruig then
relational effects, the functions exhibited through communication about work in this
nondistressed dual-career married couple sample most adequately fit the couple type of
acrobats.
Through the evaluation of relational factors and interrelatedness of fimctions of
work talk, the couple typologies of the 'love match marriage' or the 'magnetized
marriage' (Jones & Jones, 1980) could be considered as each allowed for high support
and commitment to marriage and family. The particular uiterplay of the functions for
each dual-career couple would suggest the dwellmg of fiirther typological categories.
However, ft must be noted that lunited information from the fmdmgs allow for
acceptance or rejection of any of the typologies.
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Lesson of Functions III: The Functions of TaUc
about Work Exist through die Development of
Shared Meaning bv the Dual-Career Couple

Within this study, couples looked to one another to generate responses and
validate meanuigs. Consistent within the theme of relational familiarity, couples'
knowledge of one another facilitated other fimctions to franspne. For example, one
partiier shared tiiat part of feedback and perspective gaining occurred through the
recognition of a partner's understandings. This was described by one wife as revealed hi
the following excerpt.
C4W: we had to ya know, talk about that and he had to reason to me and
so that was a step in our relationship for us to be able to, him to see my
way and me to see his way.
This was further supported in prior literature as Duck (1990) identified that
communication must occur, most likely through talk, in order for one to know another's
thoughts, feeluigs or desnes. The entne nondistressed sample revealed this fmdmg to be
prominent in this study.

Shared Meaning
In the course of conversations, couples co-constmct then own social reality
(Berger & Luckmann, 1966) through the development of shared meanuigs. The
utilization of shared meanings guide marital discourse. This was evident withm the
current study as one husband shared the following.
CI IH: She taUcs about work, uh, more automatically than I do. Unless
there's a major problem with me, ft's, how was work? I'm hke fme,
everything was pretty much normal and then that's ft. That's a description.
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1 know what nonnal, a normal day is and I guess she does too and we
understand tiiat and so we don't discuss h any fiirther. We don't get m to
any details.
The process of developuig a shared meanmg, through reframmg, may change the
perspective or prior understandmg of a situation. The reframmg allowed for the couple to
co-consfruct a new understanduig of a situation. This was uncovered within the current
study as one husband shared the following.
CI7H: I mean, it's kmda puts things m perspective. She gets mad at work
or something ya know, and I'll say 'well maybe ft's not lUce that, maybe
they didn't mean it like this or...'
TaUc fostered the creation of other thoughts, realfties, meanings as suggested in the
foUowing excerpt of taUc.
C14W: Well, usually, you leam from each other's feedback. When he's
telling me about his day, well a lot of times, he'll say something that
triggers something that I could have used in my work.
As seen in the above excerpt, without the taUc between the partners, specific
subsequent thoughts may not have existed. Moreover, subsequent thoughts would be
much different in the absence of talk. In tum, the presence or absence of particular
functions would be affected. The development of shared meaning within couples was
unperative, as Golden (2002) found that the creation of mles and shared meanings withui
the couple was cmcial to the well beuig of the uidividual and family.

Differential Meanings
Couples' uidividual development of shared meamngs revealed diversity from
odier couples as meanings were assigned to particular concepts. Specifically, fimctions
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emerged as tiiemes as a resuft of couples describmg a particular concept. While on a
broad scale, many of the descriptions given fell mto a general category, the meamngs
assigned to tiiose fimctions by the couples varied. For example, when evaluatuig the
theme of problem-solvuig, some couples defmed ft as a process of discussuig, givmg and
receivuig feedback. This was revealed in the followmg excerpt shared by one husband.
CI 1H: Well sometunes, I just straight out give her my opmion directiy.
And that isn't really I've found what she's asking. She's askuig to thudc
about ft and consider what she's taUcuig about and discuss ft, but don't
necessarily say well here's the solution. I'm always lookmg to give the
solution, I'm ready to fix it and the less time ft takes to reach that solution,
the happier I am. But she isn't askmg for a solution, she's asking for some
time to discuss and think about it herself because she's headed for a
solution but she wants to derive her own solution... and use me as a
sounding board.
While still focused on problem-solving, another couple described it as a process
by which discussion was not the key ingredient. The variance in assigned meaning to the
same concept was uncovered as one husband shared the following.
C16H: 1 think that ya know, you'll be upset about something and I'll say
okay, here's why you're upset, where you want to be is not upset, so what
are the steps in the middle that we need to do and it's just, for her, it's not
that easy. And 1 guess ft's never really just that easy to do.

The complex and reflexive resufts offered insight uito the reality of how dualcareer married couples described and experienced then communication about work.
Moreover, the resufts revealed how the themesftilfiUedrelational needs within dualcareer marriages. Therefore, these fmdmgs can not only be utilized to enhance
understanduig of conmiunication about work in dual-career marriages, but can also be
used as relational strategies withui dual-career marriages.
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Not only should talk about work be used as a means of relational intervention, but
also as prevention. These fmdmgs conceming how couples describe and experience taUc
about work can be taken mto the workplace. By proactively presenting this pertuient
mformation to busuiess men and women, tiiey can obtaui a greater understanduig and
uisight regarduig die power and mfluence talk about work maintauis among dual-career
married couples. Moreover, the benefits of talk about work may be recognized as an
uicentive to enhance self-disclosure among dual-career married couples, ft has been
noted, however, that certaui condftions of the study facihtated lunitations of the study.

Limitations
The purpose of this study was to explore how dual-career married couples
described and experienced communication about work. In order to accomplish the task,
the researcher employed qualitative methods which relied upon in-depth interviews to
collect data. As discussed, it was imperative to interview the members of the couples
together as they co-constmct theft realfty (Berger & Luckman, 1966). However, it was
also acknowledged to be a potential Iftnitation to the fmdings. Spouses may have aftered
then responses as not to offend a partner or to protect members of the couple.
Additionally, couples may have sought to share responses that were socially acceptable to
the uiterviewer. While positioned to be non-inturudating, the presence of the tape
recorder may have had an effect on the participants ni tiim, altering then personal
responses.
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While defmuig the term dual-career was not the mtended purpose of this stiidy,
tiirough a review of literature, a lack of clarity regarduig the term was revealed.
Moreover, tiiis ambiguity of the tenn dual-career was a lunitation to the stiidy. Without a
clear defmition of die term, researchers are left to defme how dual-career is used withui
each study creatuig even more disparity.
Scheduluig of uiterviews with participants was found to be limituig to the study.
First, the high amount of daily commitments within dual-career couples created
challenges allowing lunited available time for interviews. Second, data collection
occurred toward the end of the summer and during back to school tune. As some of the
dual-career couples interviewed had school age children, this too, created a scheduling
challenge.
Finally, the nature of qualitative research is to add depth and richness to a concept
under uivestigation (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The fmdmgs of this study addressed how
dual-career married couples described and experienced communication about work.
While the sample was diverse, the purposive natine of the sample may have limited the
magnitude of diversity within the sample. Moreover, the relational satisfaction of the
entne sample within this study was found to be nondistressed which may have lunited the
scope of the findings.

Future Research
Future research ui the area of communication about work ui dual-career marriages
should seek to extend the fmduigs of this stiidy. Fnst, the muftiple meanuigs and labelftig
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that exist for dual-career m prior literature result m the discontmuity in the use of the
term. Future research should focus on providuig clarity to the term dual-career which
would allow for more consistency ui dual-career marriage research.
Second, fmduigs should be exammed ni more detail in reference to marital
satisfaction. This could be furthered by ensurmg the compilation of a sample that
uicludes both distressed and nondistressed dual-career married couples. With this diverse
sample, the variance between the two types of couples could be further explored.
Thnd, the specific themes that emerged from the data could be fiirther supported
through a more advanced assessment of each theme adding more depth to the
understanding of each concept. Specifically, extendecb valuation of spillover and
emotional transmission that occurs through conmiunication about work should be
examined for fiirther implications. The reverse uifluences of these themes could be
further examined. Additionally, as segmentation emerged as a theme withui this sample
of nondisfressed dual-career couples, more focus on this concept should reveal fts
possible differential role in distressed and nondistressed dual-career marriages. For
example, how does segmentation play a role ui disfressed versus nondistressed dualcareer marriages? Does ft have more of a negative unpact ui disfressed marriages?
Fourth, relational unplications of the identified themes should be examined. For
example, what does the presence of understandmg provide or take away, relationaUy,
from the dual-career couple? The specific elements withui dual-career marftal
relationships affected as a resuft of the presence or absence of specific themes should be
examuied. More specifically, fiiture research should fiirther exanune if self-disclosure is
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at die foundation of talk about work creating reciprocal sharuig among dual-career
married couples.
Fifth, die relationslnp between each of the themes should be fiirther evaluated in
order to assess implications on communication and the dual-career marriage as a whole.
How is one theme more or less reliant on another theme? Moreover, fiiture research
should explore how these themes uiteract to create or support existuig couple types.
Addftionally, research evaluatuig the prevalence of the themes from this study m suiglecareer marriages would uncover the similarities and differences between communication
about work in dual-career and suigle-career marriages.
Finally, future research should focus on how the use of particular fimctions of
communication about work can be transferred and used to benefit specific
communicative interactions within dual-career marriages. Once identified, the
implementation of functions could serve as an intervention method for enhancing
communication in dual-career marriages and marriages in general.

Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to explore how dual-career married couples
described and experienced their communication about work ui tiien relationship
recognizmg that ft has dnect implications on the quality of marital uiteractions. Through
in-depth uiterviews, this study allowed for an increased understanduig of marital
mteractions ui general, as they uifiuenced the two significant spheres of interactions m
work and family.
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As presented ni the first chapter, communication withui a dual-career marriage
A^as likened to the operation of a row boat. As previously stated, in order for effective
jperation, each member of the couple must be m sync with one another. As ft has been
revealed, bemg in 'sync" came with the partners' development of shared meanmgs. Just
as ui the operation of a row boat, a glitch with the tools used or a sudden storm could
have an effect on the couple rowing, outside factors, such as work, could have a powerful
influence on how dual-career couples will mteract and compensate for those factors. The
infricacies revealed through the emergent themes within features and functions of work
talk allowed couples to create a synergy. The synergy that occurred within these couple
teams was fueled by the commimication that transpned within multiple interactions. That
same synergy allowed each member to grow and leam from one another. In the end,
teamwork was a reflection of what made the row boat row successfiiUy and a marriage to
dirive in a state of dual-careemess. The fmdmgs and lessons leamed from this study
further extended the understanduig how couples interact with the influencing factor of
commimication about work.
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DYADIC ADJUSTMENT SCALE

Most persons have disagreements m their relationships. Please mdicate below the
approximate extent of agreement or disagreement between you and your partner for each
item on the following list.

Always

Ahnost
Always

Occasionally

Frequently

Almost
Always

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Disagree

Always
Agree
Disagree
1 Handling family
finances

5

4

3

2

2 Matters of
recreation

5

4

3

2

3 Religious
matters

5

4

3

2

4 Demonstrations
of affection

5

4

3

2

5 Friends

5

4

3

2

0

6 Sex Relations

5

4

3

2

0

4

3

2

0

4

3

2

7 Conventionality
5
(correct or proper behavior)
8 PhUosophy
of life

5

9 Ways of
5
dealing with parents or ui-laws
10. Aims, goals,
5
and things believed important
11 Amount of

5
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time spent together
12. Making major
decisions

5

13 Household tasks

5

4

3

0

14 Leisure time
uiterests and activities

5

4

3

0

15 Career decisions

5

All
the time

Most of
the tune

Never

16 How often do you
0
discuss or have considered
divorce, separation, or
terminating your
relationship?

17 How often do you
or your mate leave the
house after a fight?

18 In general, how often
5
do think that things between
you and your partner are
going well?

19 Do you confide ui
your mate?

20 Do you ever regret
that you married?
(or lived together)

0
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More
often
than not

Occasionally

Rarely

21 How often do you
0
and your partner quarrel?

22 How often do you
and your mate "get on
each other's nerves?"

Every Day

Almost
Every Day

Occasionally

Rarely

AUof
them

Most of
them

Some of
them

Very few
of them

Never
23 Do you kiss your
mate?
0

Never

1

2

3

24 Do you and your mate
4
0
engage in outside interests
together?

Less than
once a

Once or
twice a

Once or
twice a

month

month

week

None
of
them

Once

More
often
25 Have a stimulating
5
exchange of ideas

0

26 Laugh together
5
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day

27 Calmly discuss
5
something
28 Work togedier
5
a project

These are some things about which couples sometimes agree and sometimes disagree.
Indicate if either item below caused differences of opinions or were problems in your
relationship during the past few weeks (Check yes or not)
Yes

No

29

0

1

Being too tned for sex

30

0

1

Not showing love
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31 The stars on the following luie represent different degrees of happuiess m your
re ationship. The middle pouit, "happy", represents the degree of happmess of most
relationships Please circle die dot which best describes the degree of happiness, all
dungs considered of your relationship.

2
*

Extremely
Unhappy

1
*

-

*

Fanly
Unhappy

*

A Little
Unhappy

Happy

3

4

5

*

*

*

Very
Happy

Extremely
Happy

6
Perfect

32 Which of die foUowuig statements best describes how you feel about the fiitiue of
your relationship?
__5— 1 want desperately for my relationship to succeed, and would go to almost anv
length to see that it does.
^ I want very much for my relationship to succeed, and will do all I can to see that ft
does.
3 1 want very much for my relationship to succeed, and will do my fair share to see
that it does.
2
It would be nice if my relationship succeeded, but / can't do much more than I am
doing now to help it
succeed
1 It would be nice if it succeeded, but I refuse to do any more than I am doing now
to keep the relationship
gomg.
0 My relationship can never succeed, and there is no more that I can do to keep the
relationship going.
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Grand Tour Questions
1.

Tell me about a typical day of uiteraction between the two of you.

2.

I would like to get a picture of communication mteraction within your marriage.
Can you describe some of die dungs you frequently talk about?

3.

What has been your experience with taUcuig about work withm your relationship?

Review of Grand Tour Questions
4.

Okay, let's look at some of those interactions m detail. Tell me more about how
each of you talk about work.

5.

When is your work typically discussed? How is it discussed?

6.

Do you feel like there is a pattem in how each of you talk about your work?

7.

How much time is allotted to talking about work?

8.

Are there times when things come up and you're not able to talk about work?
What happens in those situations?

9.

Okay, we're gouig to switch gears a little bit and taUc about dungs that happen as
a residt of you talking about work. Some couples have incorporated practices
from then work uito then marriage relationships. Items such as strategic planning
sessions between the couple or types of messaguig between one another have
emerged from taUc about work m some relationships. Other couples report altering
then attitudes or outlooks on specific issues as a result of taUcuig about work. Can
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you dunk of specific tunes when your communication about work mfluenced
actions or pattems of behavior ui your relationship?
Reflective-Type Ouestinng
10.

I'd lUce to have you go back m tune, you may not have thought about it for
months (or years), to when each of you began the relationship of both of you
working. What were some of the situations or issues that you had to address as a
resuft of you talking about your work?

11.

Let's talk about the early days of your marriage with each of you workuig.
Thinkmg back to some of the issues you had to address that came out of you
talking about your work, what memories stand out?

Research-Based Questions
12.

Research has shown that various aspects of communication can have positive and
negative implications on the relationship. Can your experiences support this in
your talk about work?

13.

Some married couples, based on theft talk about work, view then marriage as
some form of a metaphor. How would you describe your marriage?

Narrative - Story Telling Questions
14.

Tell me a story about when as a result of taUcuig about work, you made a change
to some aspect of your relationship. Can you think of others?
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Work Talk

^

Venling

J

Segmentation

diaraaenzcd b>'

Figure 1. Work TaUc Concept Map
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Work Talk
Performs

Functions
occur through

Figure 2. Foundation of Work Talk
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Figure 3. Features of Work TaUc
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c

Venting

Figure 4. Functions of Work TaUc
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Table I. Examples of Work Talk
Category
Theme
Features of Talk Work Talk Changes
About Work
Behaviors

When Work is
Discussed

Examples of Theme
"I was always telling them about how positive
he [my boss] was about everything, laser
focused and everything else and I just started
trying to bruig that positivity into the house. I
didn't let them be negative, 1 didn't want her
being negative, I wanted everyone to be, let's
look at the bright side of everythuig for once
and let's see what happens. And it's amazuig,
good things start happening. It's funny it took
work to teach me that."
Work Behaviors
"If, like we're arguing or talking to each other,
Come Home
ya know, sometimes, I'll raise my voice or if
I'll say something then ya know, then Lydia
will jump at me and say I'm not one of them
guys that you're talking to at work."
TaUc About Work "I think we make the point to talk about work."
Made Priority
"We always talk about work...regardless of
what time that may be."
Touching Base
"We talk to each other a few times during the
day..." " . . . during the day we talk to each
other several times a day usually."
"Right after work, when it's fresh on mind."
TaUc About Work
"Probably right after we get home . . . usuaUy
Immediately
it's the fnst thing ya know we talk about when
Following Work
we see each other."
Downtime Preferred "I, he needs to let me have a little bit of a down
Prior to Work TaUc time when I get home and he doesn't always
want that. Sometimes, when I hit the door, he's
saying, we've got to do this, we've got to do
that and that gets to me cause 1 need a little
down tune. That's one of the reasons I get up
early, so I have time just by myself"
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Table 1. Contmued
Category
When Work is
Discussed
(cont.)

Theme
Talk About Work
Intertwined
Throughout
Interactions
Environment
Influences Talk
About Work

Segmentation

How Work is
Discussed

Variance in
Preferences of How
Work is Talked
About
Amount of Work
TaUc

Focus on the
Negative

Focus on Personal
Relationships

Examples of Theme
"...ft's just kind of all the many facets of our
lives just kind of weave in and out of our
conversations."
"Ya know . . . but at home, when we talk about
it. and have more, a less stressfiil, uh
environment, ft's a lot better." "...1 mean, you
just realize you're at home and that crap
doesn't matter.""
"It"s that whatever happens at work should stay
at work."" "1 try to leave as much of it at work
as 1 can. Ya know, there"s no place for it here
at home. I try to keep the two as separate as
possible. Sometimes there's a little overflow.""
"Actually, he wants lengthy and I want short
and to the point."

"And now that I'm not working as many hours,
we talk a lot more and I think as a result of
that, our relationship has grown closer."" "To
me, I talk about it in times of stiess, when it's
sfressftil. 1 don"t think ft's a daily part of the
conversation that we have."
"I think it's more negative or that's what you
tend to talk about the most. You know what
I'm saying, I mean, if you have a great day
then that's great and you just don't think about
and you just go on. But when you have a bad,
by God everybody's gonna know you had bad
day."
"... we talk more about people at work instead
of specific activities." "We taUc about the
people 1 work with a lot cause I'm also close
with them.""
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Table 1. Contuiued
Theme
Category
How Work is
Focus on the
Discussed
Hmnorous Funny
(cont.)
Side

Focus on
Accomplishments
and Productivity
Functions of
Talk About
Work

Greetings

Sharing

TaUc About Work
Used as a Release

Place to vent
Feedback and
perspective gaining

Support system

Place of
encouragement

Examples of Theme
"And 1 tend to tell just the fiinny stuff that
happens or something about the guys that
happened that day that's funny." "... we talk a
lot about the, maybe the more flin or superficial
things about what's gomg on at work.""
".. .the thuigs that I would share about work are
different, are different thmgs accomplished, ya
know, or different activities that happened
through the day.""
"... I'll say. How was your day?" ".. .ya know
he'll ask me um how my day went, and ... I'll
ask how his day went."
"I mean, ya know it's a it's more of a personal
thing and, and that he's kind of just sharing as I
talk about it."
".. .go ahead and get that out of my system.
That way I'm not, that way it doesn't bother
me later on." ".. . I'm gettuig it out and getting
it kind of off my chest and such..."
"It's good to be able to vent.. .to someone . . .
we vent and then we go do whatever."
"he always has a different perspective and kind
of cahns me down. 'Look at it from this way,
ya know it's probably not as bad as you
thought.'" "1 try to let her see my view and try
to understand hers."
".. .he's really a support system for me when
something bad happens or fixistrating or
stressfiil happens."
"... when I.. .get down or whatever and she
helps to encourage me."
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Table 1. Contuiued
Examples of Theme
Category
Theme
Problem-solving and 2} think that ya know, you'll be upset about
Functions of
somethuig and I'll say okay, here's why you're
decision-makuig
TaUc About
upset, where you want to be is not upset, so
Work (cont.)
what are the steps in the middle that we need to
do and it's just, for her, ft's not that easy. And I
guess ft's never really just that easy to do "A
lot of times, you make decisions by talking
about what you're gonna do I think. Ya know, 1
could do this or I could do this."
Relational Indicator "And for me, it's like, ft's Idee a gauge to me, I
mean of what type of mood she's in or how
she's doing . . . But I use it as a gauge, cause I
just don't want to go in there, go into
something blind and say the wrong thing."
"Him telling me about work just kinda let's me
Relational
know what he's doing during the day." " . . .
Familiarity
talking about work aUows you to get to know
them better as a person.. .you ve got to talk
about work so you can get to know each other,
ya know, better."
"I think talking about work and lettuig her
Forward planning
know that I'm not gettuig challenged and ya
know, I do want to do something different that
ya know, we're preparuig for the future that
might happen and might not but we're not
going there bluid."
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Table 1. Contmued
Category
Theme
Functions of
Communicative
Talk About
changes occur over
Work (cont.)
time

Examples of Theme
"But I think where I've grown is, 3 years ago 1
would have said, are you kidding, no way,
you're crazy, what's wrong with you. Whereas
today, 1 know that she's a person and 1 respect
her more, ya know... 1 didn't know how to
express that respect. 1 was just thinkuig of
whatever came to my mind and how 1 felt. And
now, 1 can hold off on that just a little bft more.
1 think that's a sign of, of maturity in our
commimication. I'm less selfish and a little bit
more sensitive to where she is on things."
Understanding in the "...sometimes she, sometimes she doesn't
Relationship
understand or really, I don't thmk she doesn't
appreciate, but she doesn't fully understand my
job." "Ya know, and I'm lUce, you just don't
understand, you don't see, you're not there
everyday, how can you even..." "she knows
the people that I work with, what exactly 1 do
in the stores, what I have put up with after
work, ya know what my goals are, um, what
kind of stress 1 have as far as reaching sales
quotas and that kind of thing. So I mean,
there's basically 99 percent of what 1 do, she
knows about, so that helps as far as our
conversation is concemed."
Personal Processing "That's fixistrating for me to see her get
of Partner's Work
worked up on what I would consider to be not,
nothing worthy of getting upset over."
Positive and
"I think it has the positive because the way
Negative Effects
that we have worked and the work ethic that he
has been able to teach me." "And positive, ya
know, if you, if you both have a bad day, you
both know how each other feels and ya
know..." "It could do both. If you had a great
day, obviously it's going to be a positive thing,
if you had a bad day, it's gonna be more
negative because I'm obviously more
negative."
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